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ABSTRACT 

Under the Nazi regime in Germany (1933-1945) a calculated killing of chronic ñmentally 

illò patients took place that was part of a large biopolitical program using well-established, 

contemporary scientific standards on the understanding of eugenics. Nearly 300,000 patients were 

assassinated during this period. Nurses executed this program through their everyday practice. 

However, suspicions have been raised that psychiatric patients were already assassinated before 

and after the Nazi regime, suggesting that the motives for these killings must be investigated 

within psychiatric practice itself. My research aims to highlight the mechanisms and scientific 

discourses in place that allowed nurses to perceive patients as unworthy of life, and thus able to 

be killed. 

Using Foucauldian concepts of ñbiopowerò and ñState racism,ò this discourse analysis is 

carried out on several levels. First, it analyzes nursing notes in one specific patient record and 

interprets them in relation to the kinds of scientific discourses that are identified, for example, in 

nursing journals between 1900 and 1945. Second, it argues that records are not static but rather 

produce certain effects; they are ñperformativeò because they are active agents. Psychiatry, with 

its need to make patients completely visible and its desire to maintain its dominance in the 

psychiatric field, requires the utilization of writing in order to register everything that happens to 

individuals, everything they do and everything they talk about. Furthermore, writing enables 

nurses to pass along information from the ñbottom-up,ò and written documents allow all 

information to be accessible at any time. It is a method of centralizing information and of 

coordinating different levels within disciplinary systems. By following this approach it is possible 

to demonstrate that the production of meaning within nursesô notes is not based on the 

intentionality of the writer but rather depends on discursive patterns constructed by contemporary 

scientific discourses. Using a form of ñinstitutional ethnography,ò the study analyzes documents 

as ñinscriptionsò that actively interven in interactions in institutions and that create a specific 

reality on their own accord. The question is not whether the reality represented within the 
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documents is true, but rather how documents worked in institutions and what their effects were. 

Third, the study demonstrates how nurses were actively involved in the construction of patientsô 

identities and how these ñdocumentary identitiesò led to the death of thousands of humans whose 

lives were considered to be ñunworthy lives.ò  

Documents are able to constitute the identities of psychiatric patients and, conversely, are 

able to deconstruct them. The result of de-subjectification was that ñzones for the unlivingò 

existed in psychiatric hospitals long before the Nazi regime and within these zones, patients were 

exposed to an increased risk of death. An analysis of the nursing notes highlights that nurses 

played a decisive role in constructing these ñzonesò and had an important strategic function in 

them. Psychiatric hospitals became spaces where patients were reduced to a ñbare life;ò these 

spaces were comparable with the concentration camps of the Holocaust. 

This analysis enables the integration of nursing practices under National Socialism into 

the history of modernity. Nursing under Nazism was not simply a relapse into barbarism; Nazi 

exclusionary practices were extreme variants of scientific, social, and political exclusionary 

practices that were already in place. Different types of power are identifiable in the Nazi regime, 

even those that Foucault called ñtechnologies of the selfò were demonstrated, for example, by the 

denunciation of ñdisabled personsò by nurses. Nurses themselves were able to employ techniques 

of power in the Nazi regime. 
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1 Introduction 

When I began this study, my interest was focused on the killings of nearly 300,000 

psychiatric patients during the Nazi regime and more precisely, the killings that took place in the 

final years of the Second World War. The aim of my research was, at that time, to highlight the 

mechanisms that allowed nurses to come to view some patients as living ñunliveableò lives and 

thus able to be killed.  

My initial hypothesis was that a connection existed between scientific discourses, 

political rationalities, economic calculations of the killings, and nursing. The Nazi regime was a 

blatant example of what Foucault called ñbiopower.ò (Foucault used the terms biopolitics and 

biopower interchangeably in order to describe the particular power constellation of biopolitics. I 

therefore do not delineate between biopower and biopolitics in this study.)The well-calculated 

killing of chronic, ñmentally illò patients was part of a huge biopolitical program that had a well-

established ñscientificò rationale to a recognized eugenic agenda. Nurses were a vital part of this 

program, supporting it in their everyday practice through the deliberate execution of patients. My 

analysis was to be based on nursesô notes in patient records obtained from one specific 

psychiatric hospital in Hamburg, Germany. It was meant to decipher how, based on these 

documents, patients were identified as having ñunworthy lives,ò a particular construction of their 

identities that led to the deaths of thousands of people. 

However, in the process of the analysis it became evident that certain patients were 

exposed to an increased risk of death much earlier than during the time of fascism. In addition, no 

differences could be found over time in how the notes were taken, nor were any differences 

identified in the content of the documentation on individual patients or in what 

treatment/therapies they received before, during, and after the Nazi regime. As a result, my 

suspicions were raised that psychiatric patients were being assassinated before and after the time 
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of the Nazi regime, implying, according to my hypothesis, that the motivation for these killings 

had to be investigated within psychiatric practice itself.  

I thus shifted the focus of my analysis. Some of the records found in the archive of 

Hamburg were so voluminous and contained such a large number of nursesô notes that I began to 

question the meaning of these endless reports. It became apparent that if I wanted to understand 

in detail all the mechanisms at work and if I wanted to grasp the interplay between the different 

actors, I had to concentrate on one particular record, and for this reason, this research became a 

kind of case study.  

This study also became very personal for three reasons. First of all, as a child born in 

Germany in the 1960s, I grew up, like many others of my generation, with the anxiety of not 

knowing how involved my parents were in the Nazi regime and in the Second World War. My 

parents were born in the 1920s, and although young, they were more or less active in different 

Nazi organizations and finished their studies in medicine shortly after the end of the war. 

However, my questions about their involvement with fascism and about what they knew about 

the Holocaust were never answered in a satisfactory manner. How they handled these questions 

was comparable to others of their generation as well as to those nurses and others who had been 

publicly accused of crimes against humanity. Most denied any knowledge about the crimes that 

had been committed and above all, denied any complicity in them. Any minor deeds they 

admitted they justified by the need to obey the party.  

Thus, a rift had opened between the generations; large parts of family history were blank 

and parents remained mute about significant aspects of their lives. Simultaneously, the younger 

generation developed a guilty conscience for the unknown deeds of its parents, giving rise to the 

urgent claim to account for their actions during the Nazi regime ï a claim that is still 

unsatisfactorily answered. It is perhaps because of my own personal background that I never felt 

contented with the explanations given by the older generation nurses for their involvement in the 
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killings, simply because their reasons sounded too familiar and their reasoning, I believed, was 

too comfortable. 

Second, Germanyôs responsibility for fascism and for the two World Wars, as well as the 

escalating cold war during the 1950s and beyond, led some young German men, including 

myself, to refuse compulsory military service or to desert from the army. This was a criminal 

offence prosecuted with imprisonment. Following six months in jail, I was released to my 

military unit in order to complete my military service. When I refused again, I was committed to 

hospital to undergo an examination of my mental state. Due to the intervention of my mother I 

was released from the psychiatric asylum but I had learned how quickly one could be labeled 

mentally ill. 

Third, I worked for more than eight years as a nurse in psychiatry, more precisely in a 

center for youth detoxification. During this time I became aware of the power that nurses had in 

their everyday interactions with patients and how uncritically their reports on patients were made. 

I remember countless discussions with colleagues during shift changes over what information 

should be documented and how certain kinds of information might influence our perception of 

patients. Most colleagues were amazed at my emphasis on charting because most of them 

considered nursesô notes redundant and not worth talking about. Apart from any theoretical 

considerations, all of these personal experiences helped shape my perspective on this study and 

led me to focus particularly on nursing reports and the impact they had on both psychiatric 

practice and patient treatment. 

1.1 Research Objectives 

In the struggle to understand how nurses, who are usually more closely connected with 

the characteristics of nurturing and healing, were able to kill some of their patients, several 

different perspectives have emerged in the literature. Some authors have blamed the crimes 

committed by nurses on a combination of different factors: on their working conditions, on the 

political conditions of the fascist system, on the powerlessness of nurses, and on the nursesô 
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moral fallibility (due to the lack of ethical guidelines in nursing).
1
 In contrast, my research aims 

to highlight the mechanisms that allowed nurses to perceive patients as having lives not worth 

living and thus able to be killed.
 
 My analysis will center primarily on one rich medical record 

retrieved from the Langenhorn and Friedrichsberg asylums in Hamburg. The patient, Anna Marie 

B., was first admitted in 1931 and after multiple re-admissions over the following years, died in 

the asylum in 1943. Her medical file is particularly useful because it spans the years before and 

during the Nazi regime. The analysis will focus not only on the content of the nursesô notes but 

will also pay attention to the psychiatristsô notes in attempting to highlight the significance of the 

medical record in constructing patients and their identities in particular, often deadly, ways. 

1.2 Research Questions 

What role does the patient record play in psychiatric practice? What was the role and 

impact of the nursesô notes themselves? What discursive mechanisms in and around the patient 

record enabled nurses to contemplate the killing of ñmentally illò patients? How were the 

identities of patients constructed? 

1.3 Organization and Structure 

Chapter two contains a short historiography of the ñeuthanasiaò killings and the 

involvement of nurses in these killings. In the discussion of the existing research it becomes 

apparent that most historians have used a social historical approach, which differs significantly 

from the theoretical approach chosen for this study. I thus discuss some of the historical 

frameworks that have been used in nursing history research on this subject, in particular, social 

history and case study history, and distinguish them from the discourse theory approach to history 

that I have employed for this study. Chapter two ends with a short account of the records used for 

the study and the method of analysis. 

As will be discussed in the historiography, the term biopolitics has designated what some 

authors have called the ñbiologisation of the social.ò I criticize this understanding as a 

reductionist perspective on biopolitics, and in chapter three, I outline the theoretical concept of 
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biopolitics and biopower as developed by Foucault. I emphasize that biopolitics must be 

understood as a specific mode of governing that is not based on the state, but rather on a 

multitude of experts. Power is achieved not only through top-down coercion, but rather it 

develops in relationships that enable it to produce certain effects by enabling specific actions. 

Using Foucaultôs concept allows us to understand the productivity of power and its different 

combinations that spread throughout other levels of society in the Nazi regime, and it provides the 

tools to distinguish among them.  

The empirical part of the study begins in chapter four with a description of the 

development of the Langenhorn asylum. It continues by outlining the psychiatric system found in 

the city of Hamburg from 1899 to 1945 and highlighting the struggle of the psychiatrists and 

medical directors to gain absolute control over this system. Psychiatrists began very early on to 

connect mental illness to genetic defects, and to use these apparently ñdangerousò links to set 

themselves up as official agents for societal protection. As head of the asylum, the medical 

director thus claimed absolute power within the realm of psychiatric practice. 

The subsequent three chapters focus on the file of one particular patient record. Chapters 

five and six analyze in detail the year 1931, the year of Anna Maria B.ôs first admission to a 

psychiatric asylum, and illustrate the mechanisms that enabled her murder twelve years later. 

These chapters concentrate closely on the record and its impact on psychiatric practice, 

suggesting all that ways in which Anna Maria B. became subjectified as a schizophrenic person. 

This process of subjectification would be reversed in the following year ï and this reversal is the 

focus of chapter 7. Interrupted only by short stays in her parental home, B. spent the rest of her 

life in psychiatric hospitals. During this time she disappeared from the record ï hardly any trace 

of her could be found. ñUnlivable zonesò were erected in psychiatric practice - zones without any 

subjectivities that were ruled by a sovereign power without any limitations. Those who were 

condemned to exist within these zones experienced ñliving deathsò and were literally not visible. 
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In 1943 B. was killed in Hadamar, which is where the study ends as well. A short conclusion 

follows. 
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1
 To name just a few: Hilde Steppe, Krankenpflege im Nationalsozialismus (Frankfurt a.M.: Mabuse, 

2001); Hilde Steppe and Eva-Maria Ulmer, "Ich war von jeher mit Leib und Seele gerne Pflegeri," Über die 

Beteiligung von Krankenschwestern an den 'Euthanasie'-Aktionen in Meseritz-Obrawalde (Frankfurt a.M.: 

Prisma, 2001); Hilde Steppe, "Das Selbstverständnis der Krankenpflege in ihrer historischen Entwicklung," 

Pflege 13 (2000): 77-83; Hilde Steppe, "Nursing in Nazi Germany," Western Journal of Nursing Research 

14, no. 6 (1992): 744; Hilde Steppe, "Nursing in the Third Reich," History of Nursing Society Journal 3, 

no. 4 (1991): 21-37; Ulrike Gaida, Zwischen Pflegen und Töten. Krankenschwestern im 

Nationalsozialismus. Einführung und Quellen für Unterricht und Selbststudium (Frankfurt a.M.: Mabuse, 

2006); Bronwyn Rebekah McFarland-Icke, Nurses in Nazi Germany: Moral Choice in History (Princeton, 

N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1999); Christoph Schweikhardt, "Krankenpflege im Nationalsozialismus," 

in Quellen zur Geschichte der Krankenpflege. Mit Einführungen und Kommentaren, ed. Sylvelyn Hähner-

Rombach (Frankfurt a.M.: Mabuse, 2008), 554-564; Susan Benedict and Jochen Kuhla, "Nurses' 

Participation in the Euthanasia Programs of Nazi Germany," Western Journal of Nursing Research 21, no. 

2 (April 1999): 246-263. 
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2 Historical Background of the Killing of Sick Persons 

2.1 Historiography 

This section provides a brief overview of the course of the killings of patients during the 

Nazi regime and summarizes some of the significant research results in the field of the 

ñeuthanasiaò killings and in the history of the involvement of nurses in these killings. It is 

followed by a description of my theoretical approach to history and the method of the data 

collection and their analysis. 

As a growing numbers of studies demonstrate, events around the killings of patients are 

complex and interwoven with other events that at first glance seem to be independent of them. 

Although a brief summary is difficult to make without losing significant aspects of this research, 

it should nevertheless enable the integration of this study into the broader frame of ñeuthanasiaò 

killings and as well highlight the fact that patients were killed before and after the Nazi regime. 

 The coordinated mass murder of ñAktion T4ò and the decentralized patient murders of 2.1.1

the second phase 

The killings of patients during the Nazi regime must be divided into several phases. The 

first systematic mass destruction in National Socialism was named ñAktion T4,ò after the street 

address of the central government agency in the Berlin Tiergartenstraße 4. Aktion T4 was a 

centrally coordinated mass murder of patients in asylums and of residents in nursing homes for 

disabled people (Heilerziehungsanstalten). The extermination action was carried out under 

Hitlerôs orders and in cooperation with the Ministry of the Interior.
1
 The plan for killing certain 

designated categories of asylum patients was presented in 1939 by Philipp Bouhler and Viktor 

Brack from the chancellery of the Führer to a circle of influential psychiatrists. All physicians 

attending this meeting declared themselves ready to collaborate in the program.
2
 They were to 

identify patients hospitalized for more than five years, or who were categorized as schizophrenic, 

ñfeeble-minded,ò epileptic, or in the final stages of neurological disease ï all those who were not 

able to work or able to do only ñmechanical work.ò Included in this list were all mentally ill 
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persons charged with criminal offences, as well as non-German patients who were to be divided 

by race. Identification of these people was thus made under the following selection criteria: 

ñheritability,ò ñincurability,ò ñproductivity,ò ñanti-socialness,ò and ñrace affiliation.ò War-

disabled persons, persons suffering from diseases of aging, and some non-Germans were initially 

deferred. From the spring of 1940 on, Jewish patients were to be centralized in particular 

asylums. In 1939 they had already been centralized at the Langenhorn asylum, however, from 

which they were deported and killed, demonstrating that some patients were killed before Aktion 

T4 was even in place.
3
  

Between January 1940 and August 1941, a system of selections, transports, and killing 

facilities assassinated more than 70,000 patients in gas chambers. The capturing and selection of 

the victims took place through a nationwide dispatching of report sheets (Meldebogen T4), 

documents that had to be completed by each asylum and submitted to two psychiatric reviewers 

and a supervising psychiatric expert. In specific asylums in Austria and in the Bethel asylum, 

which was run by the Protestant church, medical commissions of Aktion T4 selected the victims.
4
 

These committees decided over life and death. After these bureaucratic committees had made 

their selections, transport lists were compiled and the patients were directly transported to the 

killing facilities or to specific intermediary asylums, from where they were later transported to 

one of the six ñgas-killing facilitiesò at Grafeneck
5
, Brandenburg, Hartheim, Sonnenstein, 

Bernburg, or Hadamar.
6
 Soon after arriving in these killing facilities, patients were given a short 

medical ñexamination,ò had their identities verified, and the plausible causes for their deaths 

decided. They were then suffocated with carbon monoxide in gas chambers. Relatives received 

falsified ñconsolatory lettersò (Trostbriefe), which were constructed in a sophisticated system of 

utmost secrecy and which suggested that the sick persons had been released from their suffering.
7
 

On 24 August 1941 Hitler ordered the end of the mass gasification and thus the centrally 

organized Aktion T4 was officially ended. The true reasons for his abandoning the gassing have 

long remained obscured, particularly after the Nuremberg tribunal asserted that no written 
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documents on it existed.
8
 Heinz Faulstich emphasized that early ñeuthanasiaò trials and scientific 

publications assumed that widespread concern in the population and the resistance of the 

churches had prompted Hitler to abandon the Aktion. However, some scholars, including Klaus 

Dörner, considered the influence of the war on the course of the killings. At the time of the 

Aktion, the country needed to concentrate all its resources on the struggle against the Soviet 

Union. Another explanation came from Ernst Klee, who suggested that the planned target of 

65,000 to 70,000 cases had been obtained by August 1941. According to the so-called Hartheim 

statistics, exactly 70,273 people had been ñdisinfectedò by 1 September 1941. Heinz Faulstich 

pointed out that this ñfulfillment of the planò hypothesis was repeated continuously in the 

ñeuthanasiaò literature from then on, leading some authors to consider it even as the sole reason 

for the stop. 

Götz Aly and Hans-Walter Schmuhl, however, believed this hypothesis to be just one of 

many causes.
9
 Faulstich also emphasized that Ernst Klee probably never wanted to over-promote 

this idea of a scheduled closure of the Aktion when he cited the Hartheim statistics because ñhe 

knew very welléthat the protagonists of the action were surprised on all sides by the Fuehrerôs 

order and that numerous Westphalian and Hanoverian patients that should have been killed at 

Hadamar remained in the Hessian intermediary asylums.ò
10

 When the mortality rates in the 

intermediary asylums escalated between the years 1941 and 1942, it appears that these patients 

then became victims of a decentralized killing that was occurring after the official stop of Aktion 

T4. Most recently, there seems to be a general consensus within the scientific community that 

Hitler halted Aktion T4 because it proved impossible to keep the killings secret. Even though the 

population in general was indifferent to or even openly approved of the killings, since they 

believed that these were lives ñunworthy of living,ò Bishop Clemens August Graf von Galen 

publicly condemned the assassination of mentally ill persons on 3 August 1941.  

With the stop of the ñeuthanasiaò killings and the official abandonment of Aktion T4, 

however, the killing of patients did not come to an end. Further planned killing actions continued 
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and 42 bureaucrats continued to examine report sheets (Meldebögen T4) at the main ñeuthanasiaò 

office on the Tiergartenstraße 4. Not only did killing continue in the asylums at Hartheim, 

Hadamar, and Bernburg, but during and after this ñsecond phaseò of the ñeuthanasiaò killings, an 

extensive but silent dying took place in psychiatric asylums and nursing homes for disabled 

people. These hidden, decentralized patient murders occurred through starvation, medication, and 

neglect.  

The scope of these murders has proven to be so large and diverse that research has not yet 

been able to uncover every detail. Since the beginning of the most recent research in the field of 

ñeuthanasia,ò which began in the 1990s, the number of victims has continuously changed. The 

most recent attempts at quantification added 150,000 to 200,000 victims of these decentralized 

murders of sick persons to the total of 70,200 victims of Aktion T4.
11

 In his detailed study of the 

Wehnen asylum, Ingo Harms illustrated how patients were killed by starvation and neglect.
12

 

Unemployed personnel of the disbanded Aktion T4 had found further work in the extermination 

camps in Eastern Europe.
13

  

 ñAktion Brandtò 2.1.2

ñAktion Brandtò evolved from 1941 onwards. Officially known as disaster medicine, it 

polarized the scientific community around the question of whether or not nurses and physicians 

had intentionally assassinated patients in hospitals. Suspicions were raised that they were killing 

psychiatric patients in order to obtain hospital beds for physically injured war victims. From the 

summer of 1942 on, the escalating air war and the disaster management needed to care for war 

victims, which was initially the responsibility of regional offices, became reasons for the 

deportation and subsequent murder of patients. 

A process of reorganization took place on a central planning level. The T4-front 

organizations were put under the control of the Ministry of the Interior. The nomination of 

Herbert Linden as appointee of the empire (Reichsbeauftragter) for the asylums (Heil- und 

Pflegeanstalten) on 23 October 1941 aimed to strengthen centralizing the administration of the 
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asylums. The physicians involved in the organization of Aktion T4 were thinking about a 

reorganization of German psychiatry, and the continuation of the ñeuthanasiaò program was an 

integral part of this planning. Some of the primary actors ï for example, Hans Heinze ï criticized 

the ñwild euthanasiaò in the outlying regions as due to lack of central control and the non-

scientific execution of patients.
14

 The term ñwild euthanasiaò was therefore a term utilized and 

invented by the National Socialist offenders.
15

  

The progression of the war and the increasing threats to cities as targets of severe air raids 

influenced central planning, at least from 1943 on.
16

 The concept of disaster medicine that was 

developed in this context became known as Aktion Brandt because Brandt, Hitlerôs personal 

physician, became the chief representative for the public health sector. In the course of this 

operation, asylums in the particularly endangered regions ï the metropolitan areas of Berlin and 

Hamburg as well as the strategically important industrial zones of the Rhineland and Westphalia 

ï were evacuated in order to make room for contingency hospitals for injured patients from these 

affected regions. Psychiatric patients were therefore deported to asylums outside these regions. 

On 7 July 1943 the so-called barrack decree (Barackenerlaß) allowed the construction of wooden 

barracks on the grounds of psychiatric asylums in order to obtain more space for psychiatric 

patients. Two months later the ñdouble bed decreeò (Doppelbetterlaß) was enacted with the aim 

of doubling the space again by putting beds on top of existing patient beds. However, both 

decrees did not have the expected effects because of war conditions and the deficiency of 

construction materials.
17

 Furthermore, the influx of deported patients to the interim asylums 

continued and led to the overcrowding of these outlying asylums. The ñsolutionò in this situation 

was to continue with the murder of patients.  

Peter von Rönn described conditions in the asylums to which patients from the 

Langenhorn asylum in Hamburg, the focus of this analysis, were deported. The asylum of 

Lübeck-Strecknitz, for example, was assigned as a makeshift hospital for mentally ill patients 

from Hamburg, necessitating the removal of the mentally ill who had been hospitalized in Lübeck 
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to create space for the patients arriving from Hamburg. At the end of September 1941 more than 

600 patients were deported from Lübeck, nearly 400 of who had earlier been transferred from the 

asylum at Langenhorn. Even the top officials in Hamburgôs health administration ï Kurt Struve, 

for example - did not have an idea where the Lübeck patients had gone. Some were transported to 

the asylums at Eichberg and Weilmünster, some were also transferred to Hadamar. All of these 

asylums were also used by Langenhorn to directly deport its patients. About four-fifths of the 

patients from Hamburg perished in these asylums under miserable conditions.
18

 In the asylum at 

Eichberg chaotic conditions prevailed; barely any physicians were on staff and those that were 

were likely to be addicted to morphine. There were only a few nurses, leaving most of the wards 

understaffed or ñnurse-free,ò and with the shortage of beds, many mattresses were placed on the 

floor. The patients had been abandoned.
19

  

 Assassinations of sick persons outside Aktion T4, the second phase, and Aktion Brandt 2.1.3

Beyond the killing plans already described, other centrally ordered actions took place. 

Historians date the onset of the killing of children under the scope of the Reichsausschuss zur 

Erfassung erb- und anlagebedingter schwerer Leiden to the summer of 1939, before the start of 

the adult ñeuthanasiaò killings. From the summer of 1939 till the end of the war, about 5,000 

children and juveniles were killed. Simultaneously, psychiatrist Paul Nitsche of Saxony 

developed his Luminalscheme that killed psychiatric patients by narcotic injection. In 1939 

Nitsche, head of the Saxon asylums, ordered the psychiatrists under him to use more narcotics in 

order to ñguard the surroundings from outrages of sick persons.ò
20

 Nitscheôs scheme was 

combined with the concept of ñsystematic weakeningò (Niederführung) of the patients, which 

meant enfeebling patients by starvation in order to use smaller amounts of Luminal to kill them.
21

 

Both killing methods were practiced during Aktion T4 and during the war,
22

 and characterized a 

regionally initiated systematic extermination of patients that took place outside the zones 

designated for the centralized killing action. According to Heinz Faulstich, the Saxony asylumôs 

mortality rate ñoutside of Aktion T4ò was higher than in all other regions in Germany.
23
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This Saxon killing method, known as the ñSaxon special pathò in the ñeuthanasiaò 

historiography, was copied by psychiatric hospitals in various parts of Germany and in countless 

numbers of other asylums in such places as Meseritz, Hadamar, Eichberg, Uchtspringe, and the 

Steinhof in Vienna.
24

 However, most of the hospitals preferred to kill their patients through 

starvation and drew on their experiences in the 1930s. Schmuhl observed that in 1938, patients 

were already being killed through starvation. Klee contended that the starvation method as a war 

measure had also already been discussed in the Ministry of the Interior in 1937.
25

 Faulstich wrote 

that a decentralized form of starvation was already a general phenomenon in the asylums between 

1933 and 1937.
26

  

As already mentioned, the killing of 1,000 to 2,000 Jewish patients was centrally 

organized and was carried out by a ñspecial actionò (Spezialaktion) in 1940.
27

 In another action 

called ñspecial treatment 14f13ò (Spezialbehandlung 14f13), which was continued even after the 

stop of Aktion T4, around 20,000 concentration camp inmates were killed in the facilities used by 

Aktion T4.
28

 Ultimately another 1,000 people who were classified as ñcriminal mentally ill 

personsò and who were interned in psychiatric asylums according to paragraph 42 of the criminal 

code, became victims of the ñextermination through workingò program in different concentration 

camps. Even in European countries raided by Germany, mentally ill persons were killed. After its 

annexation, Poland, for example, became an experimental field for murders that paralleled the 

preparations of Aktion T4, and at least 20,000 Polish psychiatric patients were shot, gassed, or 

starved to death. Together with their patients, many Polish psychiatrists and nurses were killed as 

well.
29

 Faulstich calculated that 80,000 people died in Polish, Soviet, and French asylums.
30

  

As the example of Nitscheôs killing method illustrates, psychiatric patients were also 

being killed in the outlying regions from the end of 1939 on. Two cases are especially 

noteworthy: the special unit of the German Danzig SS under the command of Sturmbannführer 

Eimann executed 1300 patients from the Pomeranian asylums in the woods of Neustadt in 
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November 1939, and more than 1,500 patients from East Prussian asylums were killed in mobile 

gasification cars near Soldau in May and June 1940 by the special unit ñLange.ò
31

 

 Assassinations of sick persons during the Nazi regime before 1939 2.1.4

As already mentioned above, the ñsystematic weakeningò (Niederführung) through 

starvation and narcotics that Paul Nitsche ordered in the summer of 1939 must be considered part 

of Aktion T4. However, even before that time, patients in some parts of the country were being 

systematically undernourished.
32

 Heinz Faulstich contended that in 1936, Nitsche had introduced 

on his own accord a slurry food dedicated ï according to a later official definition ï to all those 

who were not able to appreciate what they ate. No doubt this applied to chronic, incapacitated, 

and bedridden patients.
33

 Gºtz Aly argued that ñthe artificial dying within the German asylums 

had already begun in 1938ò and he saw in the generally increasing mortality rates ñthe non-

legitimized, practical precursors of the killings in the asylumsò that were later ñbureaucratically 

formalizedò on Hitlerôs command in 1939. Ernst Klee also assumed ñthat the preparation for the 

Euthanasia began far earlier than generally supposed.ò As evidence he pointed to the discovery of 

records from the Hephata asylum in Treysa, which was run by the ñInner Mission,ò an 

organization of the Protestant church. No patients were transferred from Hephata during Aktion 

T4, but numerous patients were transported away between the years 1936 and 1939. Other non-

governmental transports of patients, for example, from Catholic institutions, have also been 

documented. According to Klee, these transports had grown to threatening proportions by 1937.
34

 

If the rising mortality rates within psychiatric hospitals are seen as a measure of 

intentional neglect of patients with potentially deadly effects, then in 1936 and 1937 respectively, 

the increase in deaths that occurred in most psychiatric hospitals within the Deutsche Reich 

cannot be detached from the ñeuthanasia action,ò as Faulstich indeed concluded. 
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2.2 Explanatory Approaches 

Historian Hans-Walter Schmuhl asserted that ñafter nearly three decades of intensive 

research we are far from a generally accepted interpretative model of the genesisò of the 

ñeuthanasiaò program of the National Socialists. Historian Uwe Kaminsky stated too that it would 

be an almost impossible endeavour to provide an overview the development of the research in the 

field of National Socialist ñeuthansiaò and to give an account of the present state of research.
35

 

However, this introduction tries to delineate two main explanatory models that exert considerable 

influence on the debate about the origins of the ñeuthanasiaò programs. 

 ñEuthanasiaò as ñfinal solution of the social questionò 2.2.1

A particular approach, which incidentally could also be used for explaining the genesis of 

the Holocaust, can be found in the groundwork provided by Götz Aly and his collaborators. The 

ñeuthanasiaò actions were planned and carried out mainly by a more or less homogeneous 

ñexpertocracyò legitimized under Hitlerôs authority (Führerermächtigungen). These experts 

pursued a purportedly rational, economic, and demographic political program. The aim of the 

ñfinal solution of the social questionò was to select and exterminate the ñuseless.ò
36

 According to 

Alyôs hypothesis, the rationale of the killings was based on the above-mentioned plans of 

psychiatric experts to re-organize and ñmodernizeò the German psychiatric system under a 

divided plan, which would provide ñactiveò therapy for the treatable, and concurrently, would 

exterminate the non-treatable, unproductive, and chronically ill patients. 

The explanation of ñeuthanasiaò as the final consequence of a health and social policy in 

a capitalistic industrial society was most clearly developed by scholar Klaus Dörner. The National 

Socialists, along with members of the traditional bureaucracy and human sciences, saw the use of 

Germany as their ñhistoric missionò to prove to ñthe rest of world once and for all that a society, 

once freed from its whole social burden by taking the painful risks of finally solving the social 

question ï even if it meant losing a third of its whole population ï would be able to set free the 

total potential of industrialization and become economically, militarily, scientifically, and 
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certainly culturally, invincible.ò
37

 According to Dºrnerôs hypothesis, industrialization in the 

nineteenth century was only realizable when a population was released from its obligation to care 

for family members. Hence a modern system of institutionalization and professionalization of 

care took place. ñThe onset of modernity around 1800 is not only characterized by the 

marketization of the economy and the industrialization of work but also by the elimination of 

caring for family members unable to work.ò
38

 The decoupling of economy and science from a 

religious and philosophical idea of what it means to be human enabled the perception that ñup to 

a third of society was a drain on society and thus what to do with these people was seen as a 

question of financial costs.ò
39

  

Dºrnerôs position was close to that of sociologist Zygmunt Bauman, who argued that the 

Holocaust was a symptom of this kind of rational modernity.
40

 Dºrnerôs model was sharply 

criticized by historian Dirk Blasius, who focused on its teleological tendencies.
41

 In the end, 

Dºrnerôs explanation is based on a Marxist analysis of capitalism, and Schmuhl pointed out that 

in Marxist analyses the social question of the nineteenth century was synonymous with the 

ñlabour questionò of the proletariat. Dºrnerôs model adopted the social question to the 

Lumpenproletariat, which in Marxist theory is the lowest, most degraded stratum of the 

proletariat, and described those members of the proletariat, especially criminals, vagrants, and the 

unemployed, who lack class consciousness.
42

 However, as my critique of the Marxist approach to 

history emphasizes in the next section, even if one concedes that regarding everything ï even 

human beings ï as objects of use is inherent in capitalism, nothing at all is explained. 

Emphasizing the primacy of socio-economic factors in this kind of historical analysis always 

produces the same results. Distinguishing between structures and the ñrestò constructs the 

historical subject as a rational being and does not allow for ñirrationalityò or ñfree will.ò This 

approach thus cannot explain why many assassinations were carried out in a more or less 

unorganized manner and independently from orders issued under the centralized planning actions.  
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 ñEuthanasiaò and a ñDevelopmental Biopolitical Dictatorshipò 2.2.2

For a long time research assumed that there was a close interrelationship between 

eugenics and ñeuthanasia.ò Schmuhl explained ñeuthanasiaò as the endpoint in the radicalization 

of Nazi health policy on race and genetics and related it to the general political conditions under 

the ñThird Reich.ò The pre-history of the Nazi program of ñeuthanasiaò can be found in the 

discussions on racial hygiene in the 1890s, in its apparent triumphal procession in science, 

society, and state during the time of the Weimar Republic, and finally, in its elevation to state 

doctrine in 1933. The interconnections between government and party institutions enabled 

extraordinary, confidential, and even extra-legal interventions that were justified by an increasing 

threat of racial impurity.
43

 The succession of forced sterilizations, the abortions performed due to 

eugenic indications and the ñeuthanasiaò of children apparently seemed to manifest this 

radicalization of eugenic ideas. This position was criticized by historians like Michael Schwartz 

and others, who emphasized that the concept of eugenics was politically polyvalent and adopted 

by different political parties and systems, implying that a categorical difference existed between 

eugenics and euthanasia.
44

 An international comparison underlines this aspect: eugenic 

movements existed in democracies ï the USA, Canada, Great Britain, Scandinavia, Switzerland, 

etc. ï and in authoritative states or dictatorships such as those found in National Socialist 

Germany or Stalinist Soviet Union.
45

  

Schmuhl later refined his thesis, underlining the interrelationship of eugenics and 

euthanasia on the same discursive level.
46

 He defined discourse as a ñóruling mode of speakingô 

that determines what can be talked about and in which language ï and what supposedly should 

remain silent.ò
47

 According to Schmuhl, it was apparent that since 1890, discussions about 

eugenics and the ñextermination of life unworthy of lifeò were based on the same premises: ñthe 

categorization of humans and groups of humans according to their worth, the move to biologize 

the social, the absoluteness of the supra-individual community of origin, the abolishment of the 

idea of human rights anchored in natural rights, the exclusion of illness, disability, feebleness, old 
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age, pain, and suffering from the conditio humana.ò
48

 Despite appearing to coincide with the 

theoretical perspective of this study, Schmuhlôs definition of discourse in my view is imprecise 

and rough and he does not fully explore the potential of a theoretical discourse approach to 

history. Even his latest writings do not clearly differentiate between discourses and ideologies; 

they do not lay out exactly how discourses functioned and what the benefits of using this 

approach are. As the theoretical discussion over the course of this study will highlight, a deeper 

theoretical perspective is able to demonstrate that discourses have far-reaching and material 

consequences for the objects of this study. It appears to me as if Schmuhl used the concept of 

discourse more in order to ñproveò his original assumption that ñeuthanasiaò was a radicalized 

form of eugenics. In the end, he remained within the more traditional framework of the history of 

ideas and insisted that socio-economic conditions and the specific circumstances of the Second 

World War were decisive moments generating the mass assassinations of patients. At this point, 

Schmuhl is no longer arguing from a discourse theory perspective. 

Schmuhl defined the ñThird Reichò as a ñdevelopmental biopolitical dictatorshipò aimed 

at controlling ñbirth and death, sexuality and reproduction, body and genetic dispositions.ò
49

 The 

point of reference for this political entity was the collective subject of ñpeople,ò defined as a bio-

organic body. The developmental biopolitical dictatorship was based on two pillars ï one on 

health and heredity and the other on race. According to Schmuhl, these related streams were 

under scientific leadership that aimed to establish a stratified society. At its top would emerge a 

social egalitarian, biological homogeneous Volksgemeinschaft (or folk community) in which class 

disparities would be resolved. The relevance of the biosciences within the National Socialist state 

thus cannot be overestimated. As Schmuhl stated, the ñscientists from these disciplines 

envisioned ï even before 1933 ï a technocratic model of policy counseling through which 

óscientific expertiseô would dissolve politics into multiple factual constraints, political decision 

processes would become órationalô solutions, with the consequence that science and technology 
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would take the place of politics.ò
50

 Schmuhl described this process as ñreciprocal 

instrumentalization of science and politics.ò 

I also use the term biopolitic in this study, but I am taking a more Foucauldian 

perspective than Schmuhl. I argue that Schmuhl loses some critical potential in his understanding 

of the concept. The role of racism, for example, has a specific strategic function in Foucaultôs 

conception of biopower, which I feel becomes somewhat blurred in Schmuhlôs approach. 

Whereas biopower from a Foucauldian perspective is a particular mode of governing that is 

bound to multi-level technologies of power, Schmuhlôs conception of the term tended to reduce 

biopolitics to a biologized social. He linked biopolitics exclusively to the Nazi regime and 

reduced it to a kind of ñsocial engineeringò through eugenics. He and other historians have 

perceived the ideas behind eugenics and the actions of carrying out ñeuthanasiaò killings as 

imposed by a coercive dictatorship and its technocratic elite. But as historian Michael Burleigh 

has emphasized, the procedures of sterilization and ñeuthanasiaò were not always imposed top-

down by a coercive state apparatus.
51

 And as this analysis demonstrates as well, many German 

doctors and nurses made their decisions based on their own understanding of eugenics. In the 

context of a widespread campaign of propaganda and public education, even parents often 

requested eugenic measures for their own children.
52

  

Biopolitics under the Nazi regime cannot be reduced to a simple killing of the unfit. As 

historian Robert Proctor highlighted in his book, the Naziôs attempt to defeat cancer was the most 

decisive and vigorous attack on the disease then known to humankind; German cancer research 

was the most advanced in the world by the time Hitler assumed power in 1933, and the anticancer 

measures likely caused the disease to decline among the post-1945 German population.
53

 

Throughout the world over the course of the twentieth century, there was not a clear distinction 

between preventive medicine and eugenics, between the pursuit of health and the elimination of 

unfitness, between consent and compulsion. Sociologist Nikolas Rose emphasized that even 

ñunder National Socialism ï which was, as Foucault points out óa paroxysmal developmentéa 
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coincidence between generalized biopower and dictatorship that was at once absolute and 

retransmitted throughout the entire social bodyô é biopower was a complex mix of the politics of 

life and the politics of death.ò
54

 Proctorôs book has shown especially that biopolitics under the 

Nazi regime entailed ñnot merely the exercise of state power but strategies for governing life 

developed by many other authorities. Nazi doctors and health activists, not acting solely under the 

direction of a sovereign state, waged war on tobacco, sought to curb exposure to asbestos, 

worried about the overuse of medication and X-rays, stressed the importance of a diet free from 

petrochemical dyes and preservatives, campaigned for whole-grain bread and foods high in 

vitamins and fiber, and many were vegetarians.ò
55

 My study demonstrates that the decisions 

doctors and nurses made in regard to the killings of patients were not forced by the state or by a 

technocratic elite but rather were deliberately made by the psychiatrists and nurses themselves in 

the Langenhorn asylum based on scientific categorizations and internalized normative 

conceptions. This is an impressive example of what Foucault called ñself-techniquesò and ñself-

regulation.ò
56

 Understanding biopolitics as being composed of different power technologies and 

carried out by a multiplicity of authorities and experts independently from ñstate apparatusesò 

forces one to analyze the connecting lines between eugenics, ñeuthanasia,ò and biopower in 

psychiatric practice as such. Furthermore this perspective enables one to understand why the 

killings of patients were carried out independently of central planning, as I demonstrated above, 

and why sick persons were being killed both before the National Socialists came to power and 

continued after the end of the Second World War. These concepts of biopower and biopolitcs will 

be discussed in detail over the course of this study.  
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2.3 Deaths in Psychiatric Hospitals before and after National Socialism 

The discovery of high mortality rates within psychiatric hospitals, asylums, and nursing 

homes before and after the time of fascism is a fact that has yet to attract significant historical 

attention. Historian Heinz Faulstich, who published a detailed study on the killings of sick 

persons, did shed light on killings before and after the Nazi regime. He assumed that the 

comparative neglect of this situation by historians is due to the attempt to come to terms with the 

atrocious crimes of the program of ñeuthanasia.ò I believe, however, that the reasons for this 

neglect must be searched for in the models developed to explain the ñeuthanasiaò killings. All of 

these models focus on the Nazi system of power and relate the killings to the specific 

circumstances that occurred under the Nazis. The models cannot explain though why the killings 

began before the Nazi regime and continued after the Nazis lost power, and this, I believe, is the 

reason why these killings have been ignored so far by historians.  

The following study is an attempt to highlight some of the mechanisms that were part of 

psychiatric practice and that enabled nurses and doctors to kill their patients. Simultaneously, it is 

a plea to expand the focus of research from the ñeuthanasiaò killings to a broader analysis of the 

ñmurder of sick persons.ò 

 World War I and earlier 2.3.1

It is an undisputed fact that during the First World War, starvation prevailed within 

psychiatric hospitals. The controversial question remains, however, whether or not this starvation 

was intended or was simply a consequence of war and the general famine in Germany due to the 

continental blockade. Historian Heinz Faulstich, who dedicated a large part of his book to this 

problem, assumed that the high mortality rates were apparently accepted due to the patriotic 

consideration that a lot of German soldiers lost their lives in the war.
57

 High mortality rates in the 

asylums are often linked to the so-called Rübenwinter [turnip winter ï a synonym for the winter 

of 1916/17 when nothing other than turnips was available as food] as well as to the influenza 

pandemic of 1918. As will be discussed, mortality rates in the Langenhorn asylum nearly doubled 
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in 1916 and nearly quintupled one year later, and prolonged starvation was identified as the 

reason why Langenhorn had more than 1800 patients at the beginning of the war but only 1300 

remaining at its end. Historian Ingo Harms also demonstrated for the Wehnen asylum, the 1918 

influenza pandemic did not play as dominant a role in the mortality rate as is generally thought.
58

 

According to Klaus Dörner, reasons for the high mortality rates in asylums during the 

First World War could well have been due to an intentionally provoked shortage of food. The 

purposeful undernourishment of patients led to the death of 70,000 inmates in the asylums 

through starvation, and during the Second World War, this method of reducing the asylum 

population was simply repeated.
59

 This hypothesis, however, supposed a top-down, state-

organized action that led to the killing of as many victims as did Aktion T4 during the Nazi 

regime. Even though the intentional nature of these killings cannot be proven, the fact that 

mortality in nursing homes and psychiatric asylums exceeded that in the general population 

cannot be denied.
60

 

 Weimar Republic and hyperinflation,1923 2.3.2

The increase in mortality during the period of hyperinflation in 1923 was merely the peak 

of a famine that did not end with the WWI ceasefire but rather lasted late into the 1920s. Patients 

in psychiatric hospitals were hit especially hard. According to Faulstich, a general consensus now 

perceives psychiatric patients as victims. The economic misery that continued after the end of the 

war suspended their right to live.
61

 

 Mortality after World War II 2.3.3

Faulstichôs 1998 study leaves no doubt that in the postwar period, deaths within 

psychiatric hospitals in all four zones of occupation did not come to an end, leaving the high 

mortality rates in need of explanation. Although the author relates these deaths once again to an 

avoidable lack of food, he rejects the idea that any occupying power was intentionally 

withholding food. He emphasized that food distribution was organized by and under the 

responsibility of German authorities.  
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2.4 Nursing Historiography 

Contrary to the large body of research on the ñeuthanasiaò killings that historians in the 

field of social history of medicine have developed, the current state of research in the history of 

nursing is comparatively limited. As the brief description above highlights, medical historians 

have not only carried out countless regional studies but they have also entered into a theoretical 

debate about how eugenics, ñeuthanasia,ò and their connections should be classified and what the 

rationales were behind these killings. Over the course of this lengthy process, which began with 

the Nuremberg trial and has encompassed more than fifty years of research, the complexity of the 

ñeuthanasiaò killings becomes apparent as well as the fact that these killings cannot be detached 

from the Holocaust. 

However, nurses seem to be irrelevant and are strangely absent in these studies, which is 

astonishing if one considers that without nurses, the whole ñextermination programò could not 

have been possible. If nurses are mentioned at all, conclusions historians have reached have 

followed similar patterns. Henry Friedlander, for example, assumed that psychiatric nurses were 

always dependent on their physician bosses and became willing helpers in the machinery of 

sterilization and ñmercy killings.ò
62

 Michael Burleigh explained that there was ñno great 

psychological mystery about why these ócarersô became killers.ò Nurses were complicit because 

they were tired, frustrated, and were already desensitized to the suffering of others. Many had 

internalized common pejorative attitudes about the mentally ill and saw nothing in the patients in 

front of them to change their minds. 

In March 1984 a group of German nurses tried to critically assess the role of nurses 

during the Nazi regime. The authors understood their work as an attempt to write nursing history 

from below, as an engagement of nurses with their own history. Their book, Nursing during 

National Socialism, was edited by nurse Hilde Steppe and by 2001, nine editions had appeared.
63

 

This book seems to have set the research parameters because subsequent nursing history studies 

have not gone beyond this bookôs framework. To my knowledge, regional studies about the 
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involvement of nurses in the killings of sick persons in specific asylums have not been published, 

implying that little is known about the nature of nursing work.  

Most of the nursing history studies carried out so far have tried to draw an all-embracing 

picture of nursesô roles in the killings of patients. For this reason Steppeôs political appraisal of 

the ñeuthanasiaò killings was never contradicted and seemed to establish consensus in the 

scientific community.
64

 For Steppe, ñrace hygiene ideologies and capitalismôs interest in profit 

must be considered as the main reasons for the deadly logic of the National Socialistôs 

extermination politics.ò
65

 This approach resonates with Dºrnerôs view of ñeuthanasiaò as the final 

solution of the social question. According to Steppe, the main criteria for killing patients centered 

on their inability to work because psychiatric patients were only of interest to the system if they 

could be used as cheap labour. Another consensus persists in the question of the relation between 

eugenics and ñeuthanasia.ò Similar to Schmuhl and his early work, most nursing historians seem 

to be convinced that ñeuthanasiaò was the culmination of a process of radicalization of Nazi 

policies on race and health genetics.
66

 Furthermore, Steppeôs study was based on the assumption 

that killings were centrally planned and systematically carried out, an assumption that is refuted 

by newer research in the field of ñeuthanasiaò and especially contradicts the perspective of this 

study. For Steppe and others with similar perspectives, nurses can only be perceived as helping to 

actualize the program. Steppe also clearly distinguished between killings in asylums and the 

killing that took place during the Holocaust, a position most nursing historians accept without 

contradiction. Again, newer research in the history of medicine highlights how interwoven were 

these different aspects of killings. Despite these insights, research in nursing history can roughly 

be subdivided into nurses in concentration camps,
67

 nurses in psychiatric asylums, and nurses in 

killing facilities. Other research concentrates on the involvement of nurses in specific aspect of 

eugenics or ñeuthanasia,ò as in, for example, childrenôs ñeuthanasia.ò
68

 

Most of the studies mentioned above used testimonies of nurses who killed patients and 

analyzed them from an ethical perspective. Authors agree that the involvement of nurses in these 
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crimes can only be understood against the backdrop of the specific situation of nursing in 

Germany. I want to summarize very briefly these undisputed assumptions. Most of these studies 

began with historical overviews of the development of nursing as a vocation in Germany, 

highlighting the fact that German nursing was particularly powerless due to its traditional 

connection to the Protestant and Catholic churches.
69

 Because of this connection, German nurses 

were trained especially to obey and to understand themselves as subordinated to physicians and 

religious authorities. The Nazi system was thus said to have exploited this condition by 

indoctrinating nurses with race ideologies, reorganizing their vocational organizations, and using 

psychological methods in order to brainwash nurses to do their duty and follow orders even if 

their conduct fell outside the realm of moral acceptability. Nursing historian Susan Benedict and 

historian Jochen Kuhla developed an analytic framework for understanding nursesô participation 

that seems to have provided the basis for many other studies: ideological commitment, obedience, 

religion, nursing education and nursing professional organizations, putative duress, and economic 

factors.
70

  

This study seeks to extend this analytical framework, because it does not ask why nurses 

voluntarily participated in the killings of patients, but rather how the killings were carried out in 

an ordinary psychiatric asylum and what was the role of nurses in these killings. This study thus 

concentrates on the crucial role that nurses played in the construction of ñlives unworthy of 

livingò through their observations and reports that were documented in the medical record. 

However, the study also attempts to break new methodological ground by using a discourse 

theory approach to the history of nursing.  
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2.5 Discourse Theory Approach to History 

The majority of historical research on the program of eugenics during the National 

Socialist era in Germany is positioned within a social history framework.
71

 As developed in detail 

in the first section of this chapter, historians such as Hans Walter Schmuhl explained the 

ñeuthanasiaò program as the culmination of a radicalized process of the National Socialistsôs 

racial policy against inheritable diseases, which was linked to the political context of the Third 

Reich. This context was characterized by connections among the charismatic National Socialist 

regime, racist state doctrine, and a polycratic structure of the state.  

As Michael Burleigh pointed out, eugenic solutions ñbecame attractive to policy makers, 

once the Depression had highlighted the gap between resources and the scale of institutionalized 

provision.ò
72

 This perspective emphasized the cost-cutting considerations of welfare policy 

during and after the Depression.
73

 As noted too, it has been adopted by nursing historians and 

supplemented by their description of the powerless status of nurses in National Socialist 

Germany. According to this approach, nursing was fully dominated by a scientific, medical 

community ñthat needed assistants who could follow directions and who could give patients the 

care and attention that doctors no longer could or would give.ò
74

 Nurses had to obey because, due 

to their poor education, they lacked the medical knowledge of physicians. Thus, it seemed that it 

was vital for the well-being of the patient for nurses to obey all orders. 

A social history approach privileges a socio-economic context and perceives it as the 

basis for unintended actions. Seen from this perspective, culture is nothing more than a 

descriptive surplus that has little importance.
75

 According to historian J¿rgen Kocka, ñevents, 

actions, and persons must, as much as possible, be analyzed and understood through a structural 

historiographyò; that which cannot be integrated into a generalizable framework able to explain 

societal social structures must be considered only a story.
76

 Social historians, often using a 

Marxist analysis of class, concentrate on the structures of social class as a way to understand the 

history of society. By distinguishing between the social structures operating in society and the 
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ñrest,ò they view the historical subject as acting with an instrumental rationality, leaving no room 

for ñirrationalityò or free will. Max Weber introduced this ideal-type conception of the subject, 

who makes decisions according to a means-end analysis.
77

 Hegel and Marx also assumed that 

certain societal laws existed. According to Hegel, for example, history was nothing more than the 

deployment of reason, and societies were the result of necessary evolution. Marxôs sense of 

history was based on the ñlawsò of economic opposition between the dominant and subordinated 

classes, which were modified through the introduction of communism as the ultimate mode of 

production.
78

 

However, the most striking influence on the historiography became the ñlinguistic turn,ò 

which philosopher Richard Rorty defined as an attempt to find the lowest common denominator 

of all epistemological positions in the constitutive role of language and of symbol-systems in the 

construction of reality.
79

 It was at this time that the first books of Foucault, Lacan, Barthes, 

Berger/Luckmann and Derrida were published, all of them concerned with the construction of 

reality and the importance of language within this process. Aside from huge theoretical 

differences, the French texts especially converged in an approach that denied that language 

functioned merely as a mirror of reality but rather that it worked in the construction of social 

reality and in the perception of what is perceived as ñnature.ò Whilst this perspective has had a 

huge impact on the social sciences, it has had less influence on the history of science even into 

the present, a situation that applies to the history of nursing as well and, at least to my knowledge, 

to the studies on the history of the ñeuthanasiaò program in Germany. 

 Foucault, social history and discourse 2.5.1

As demonstrated above, social history is based on two assumptions. First, the majority of 

social historians are convinced of the existence of empirical, objectified ñfactsò in the areas of 

politics and state governance. They are also convinced that reality is based on economic 

conditions and these conditions can be reconstructed. This implies that certain social categories 

exist as the result of objectified structures. Historians who follow this approach are convinced of 
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the existence of language-free and consequently norm-free economic and institutional basic 

structures. They use a wide variety of sources to make sense of complex social relations, and they 

often justify their work by referring to their identification with the culture they are analyzing.
80

 

The second assumption of social history is that language is a controllable medium and 

can serve as a mirror of past realities. Historian John Walsh questioned the ability of primary 

source texts to represent ñtruthò or ñfactsò but at the same time argued that ñan exclusive focus on 

discourses leaves little room for analyzing experience or for recovering a sense of agency on the 

part of the oppressed groups.ò
81

 Nevertheless, literary theorist Roland Barthes demonstrated that 

the past represented in the writing of history is a construction of the historical narrative itself. 

According to Barthes, historical discourse does not follow the real; rather, it endlessly repeats 

what happened and thereby constructs the narration of the past. Barthes called this the cercle 

paradoxal (the paradoxical circle) because the narrative structures developed in the melting pot of 

fiction through myths, and epics become simultaneously the signs and the proof of reality.
82

 

Historian Hayden White claimed that historians construct narratives or ñemplotmentsò based on a 

leading literary genre; they construct the past itself.
83

 

While social history searches for long-lived structures to explain historical phenomena ï 

always discovering new strata or isolating new entities ï it overlooks both the regularity and 

patterns of the phenomena that are part of specific series.
84

 Classical historiography, for example, 

uses hermeneutical understanding to speculate on and rationalize the reasons behind conscious 

actions; the acts of great individuals could be explained as being driven by rational intentions.  
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 Discourses and the production of ñtruthò 2.5.2

In contrast to a social history approach is a Foucauldian discourse analysis. This approach 

is based on two assumptions. First, discourses are historically delineable possibilities of thematic 

speech, which define the borders of meaningful speech and coherent social acting. Second, 

discourse theory designates language as a medium that dictates its conditions on speech. Foucault 

argued that regimes carry (and disseminate throughout the space they occupy and the subjects 

they organize) their own truth, and that indeed, a regime of truth is a precondition of power.
85

 

Therefore, discourse analysis does not ask why something happens, because, as Foucault argued 

in his studies of power, the question ñwhyò often presumes that one knows in advance the nature 

of what he or she is analyzing. Approaches like social history inadvertently ontologize the 

discursive organization of the present and naturalize the very terms needed to subject it to 

genealogical disruption, in order to understand what kind of social order and subject a discourse 

either brings into being or stabilizes. According to Foucault,  

[An analysis of power should] refrain from posing the labyrinthine and 

unanswerable question: óWho then has power and what has he [sic] in 

mind? What is the aim of someone who possesses power?ô Instead, it is a 

case of studying power at the point where its intention, if it has one, is 

completely invested in its real and effective practices...Let us not, 

therefore, ask why certain people want to dominate, what they seek, what 

is their overall strategy. Let us ask, instead, how things work at the level of 

ongoing subjugation, at the level of those continuous and uninterrupted 

processes which subject our bodies, govern our gestures, dictate our 

behaviours, etc.
86

 

 

These short remarks illustrate that Hans Walter Schmuhlôs definition of discourse does 

not grasp the focal point of a Foucauldian discourse analysis. The latter concentrates on the 

question of how discourses are interconnected with power and what these power/knowledge links 

enable or disable. Humanity, according to Foucault, does not gradually progress until it arrives at 

a universal reciprocity, but proceeds from one domination to another. Thereby, humanity inflicts 

violence with impersonal systems of rules that are empty, violent, and not finalized in and of 

themselves. The successes of history belong to those who are capable of using these systems of 
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rules and of replacing those who had used them, inverting their meaning, and ñus[ing] them 

against those who had initially imposed them.ò
87

 That is what Foucault meant by genealogy: 

The isolation of different points of emergence does not conform to the 

successive configurations of an identical meaning; rather, they result from 

substitutions, displacements, disguised conquests, and systematic 

reversals. If interpretation were the slow exposure of the meaning hidden 

in an origin, then only metaphysics could interpret the development of 

humanity. But if interpretation is the violent or surreptitious appropriation 

of a system of rules, which in itself has no essential meaning, in order to 

impose a direction, to bend it to a new will, to force its participation in a 

different game, and to subject it to secondary rules, then the development 

of humanity is a series of interpretations. The role of genealogy is to 

record its history: the history of the concept of liberty or of ascetic life; as 

they stand for emergence of different interpretations, they must be made to 

appear as events on the stage of historical progress.
88

 

 

In any society, the production of discourses is simultaneously controlled, selected, 

organized, and redistributed by special procedures. This means that in any given historical period 

we can write, speak, or think about a given social object or social practice only in very specific 

ways.
89

 ñWhat can be said or not about something is neither absolutely fixed (because it varies 

historically) nor is it open to the whims of the moment.ò
90

 Foucault assumed that his objective 

was to create a history of the ñdifferent modes by which, in our culture, human beings are made 

subjects.ò
91

 This is to say that a subject does not pre-exist to discourses but is constructed through 

them. This is also the objective of this study: to reconstruct empirically how patients became 

subjects in the medical record.  

 A Critique of Social History 2.5.3

The aim of this historical analysis is not to analyze institutions, ideologies, or theories 

from a social history perspective but rather to study the practices and the conditions that made 

them acceptable. Practices are not governed by institutions, prescribed by ideologies, or guided 

by circumstances, but to a certain point are pushed by their own logic, their strategies, their 

evidences, and their reasons.
92

 I argue that this is a radical approach to nursing history. I am not 

using the case records to attempt to uncover the real history of nurses involved in the killing of 

patients. A historical analysis, according to Foucault, must analyze the régime de pratiques to 
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decipher the patterns they impose on societies, the ways in which these practices are justified, and 

what were the intentions and evidence of these practices.  

The starting point of such a historical analysis is discontinuity ï when rationales suddenly 

change. As Foucault asserted, a discontinuity is always caused by a problem that must be 

resolved; the historianôs task is to uncover the transformations that made these reversals 

possible.
93

 Unlike a social history approach, a Foucauldian historical approach emphasizes the 

event ï a rupture of evidence on which our knowledge and our practices are based, a 

ñsingularity,ò to which the analysis must refer instead of to historical constancy or 

anthropological attributes. This should be the first theoretical-political function of what Foucault 

called lô®v®nementalisation, the multiplication of the connections, power plays, and strategies that 

emerged at a specific moment and functioned from then on as evidence, universality, or 

necessity.
94

 

Foucault agreed that there were non-discursive practices, including relationships between 

institutions, social and economic processes, behaviours, normative systems, and technologies that 

influenced discourses. These non-discursive relations did not define the objects of science, but 

rather enabled their appearance and allowed one to juxtapose them against other objects. 

However, non-discursive relationships neither limit the discourse nor are they able to 

impose specific discursive forms. They function around the edges of discourse because they 

determine the possible relations that the discourse must effect in order to be able to talk about 

certain objects, to be able to deal with them, to indicate them, to classify them, to analyze them, 

to explain them, etc. These relations do not characterize the language that the discourse uses, nor 

the circumstances in which they unfold, but rather they portray the discourse itself as a kind of 

practice.
95

 

A discursive practice is an ensemble of anonymous historical rules that are always 

determined by time and space within a given era, which includes its economical, geographical, 

and linguistically given conditions.
96

 Foucault supported that ñnon-discursive practices are 
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elements which discursive practices take up and transform. These external elements do not have 

productive powers of their own whereby they can contribute to the introduction of new objects, 

concepts, and strategies, nor do they just perturb in a random way what is being said.ò
97

 

Thus the central point of historical analysis is the production of truths and falsehoods 

because the question driving the research is how humans govern themselves and others through 

the production of truth. Truth cannot be equated to the production of statements, but rather is the 

arrangement of domains where practices of truths can simultaneously be regulated and be 

meaningful.
98

 Historical analysis is a history of thinking, which does not simply mean a history of 

ideas or of representations, like ñanthropologically oriented cultural history,ò but is an attempt to 

answer the following questions. How could a specific knowledge constitute itself? How could the 

dominant thinking, as it is connected to the truth, have a history?  Historical analysis tries to 

answer the question of what is the history of the relationship that thinking maintains with truth.
99

 

The starting point of analysis thus begins with a problem that has emerged in the present ï 

Foucaultôs meaning of généalogie.
100

 Foucault spoke of the ñhistory of the present,ò meaning that 

the present ñreflects a conjunction of elements inherited from past and current innovations.ò
101

 A 

problem does not signify representation of a pre-existing object or the creation of a non-existent 

object through discourse. The interplay of discursive and non-discursive practices enables 

something to get into the game of true and false and these practices constitute this something as 

an object for thinking; this might be in the form of a moral reflection, a scientific knowledge, or a 

political analysis, etc.
102

 

This kind of analysis enables one to highlight how experiences are constituted and how 

the relationship one has to oneself and to others is formed. As already mentioned above, nursing 

history approaches that anchor history in experience (for example oral histories), or newer 

approaches to the history of the ñeuthanasiaò killings that try to decipher the real lives of patients 

in the records (for example, case studies) with the aim to document the lives of those omitted or 

overlooked in mainstream history, are highly problematic, as historian Joan W. Scott pointed out. 
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The lived experience of a subject seems to be both the direct vision of and the unmediated 

apprehension of the world; that which is visible is privileged and writing is put at its service.
103

 

Scott demonstrated that the problem with these approaches, which remain within the 

epistemological frame of mainstream historiography, is that they 

take as self-evident the identities of those whose experience is being 

documented and thus naturalize their differences. They locate resistance 

outside of its discursive construction, and reify agency as an inherent 

attribute of individuals, thus decontextualizing it. When experience is 

taken as the origin of knowledge, the vision of the individual subject (the 

person who had the experience or the historian who recounts it) becomes 

the bedrock of evidence upon which explanation is built.
104

 

 

By making experience visible, these approaches gamble away the possibility of analyzing 

the workings of the systems of categorization themselves, their binary, fixed categories of 

representation and fixed identities ï li ke man/woman, black/white, homosexual/heterosexual, 

normal/abnormal, mentally ill/rational ï and what these categories mean and how they operate. 

However, ñexperienceò makes it possible to criticize normative practices, but not their inner 

workings or their inner logics. Scott claimed that historians must ñmake visible the assignment of 

subject positionsò and try to ñunderstand the operations of the complex and changing processes 

by which identities are ascribed, resisted, or embraced and which processes themselves are 

unremarked, indeed achieve their effect because they arenôt noticed.ò
105

 Identity is always 

constructed through difference; the emergence of a new identity is a discursive event that implies 

experience and language cannot be separated.  

This concept is an important objection against some of the writing in nursing history on 

case studies, for example, in Gerhard F¿stlerôs and Peter Malinaôs case study briefly introduced 

above, and the latest work of the research group around Petra Fuchs and Gerrit Hohendorf et al.
106

 

Using a case study approach argues against the notion that social control is entirely dominating 

and that individuals experience life outside its parameters that stipulate that they are the 

autonomous originators of their actions.
107

 Case studies set up the relationship between subjects 
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and social structures as oppositional. Those who impose social control are on one side; those who 

respond to it are on the other. But as Scott wrote, though subjects possess agency, they 

are not unified, autonomous individuals exercising free will, but rather 

subjects whose agency is created through situations and statuses conferred 

on them...Subjects are constituted discursively, experience is a linguistic 

event (it doesnôt happen outside established meanings), but neither is it 

confined to a fixed order of meaning...Experience is a subjectôs history. 

Language is the site of historyôs enactment. Historical explanation cannot, 

therefore, separate the two.
108

 

 
A similar critique could be made from another perspective as well. As historian Roger 

Chartier pointed out, old tales can be known only through a fixed, written form authored by 

folklorists. To qualify both the written document ï the only trace of a practice ï and the practice 

itself as a text, means to confuse the logic of written expression with ñthe logic that shapes what 

ópractical senseô produces.ò
109

 Nursing historians who try to reconstruct the actions of nurses in 

the killing of patients based on files and testimonies depend on the report that has been made of 

an event, which means that the event becomes the result of the act of writing. The real text stands 

between the observer and the spoken text. These works perceive written text only as a means of 

access to understanding. Nevertheless, the analysis should focus on the discursive function of the 

written text; the aim must be to decipher the function of the text. 

 Final remarks 2.5.4

A social history framework is inadequate to answer the questions posed in this study. 

This study focuses on how patient as subjects are constituted discursively in the record and 

through the nursesô notes. Related to this aspect is the question about what normative conceptions 

determined that some lives could not be perceived as lives. Whilst a social history approach 

answers this question within a social, economic, and political context, a Foucauldian discourse 

analysis can bring new and unexpected answers to light; this is the innovative potential of my 

research project. 
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2.6 Method and Data Collection 

The theoretical considerations and the chosen perspective for this study as described in 

part one of this chapter shaped the collection of data and the method of analysis. The following 

section briefly describes how the data were gathered. 

 Method 2.6.1

As already mentioned in the introduction, the original approach of this research project 

was to analyze the continuities and discontinuities between the psychiatric and nursing notes in a 

patient record constructed before, during, and after the Nazi regime. The idea was to use a 

comparative analysis to make visible the scientific assumptions on which the nurses and 

physicians based their writing. This analysis was to concentrate specifically on the Langenhorn 

asylum in Hamburg, with the initial hypothesis being that continuities did exist between the 

different periods and that it would be possible to determine the criteria used in decisions taken on 

which patients were killed and which survived. In order to demonstrate that the notes were based 

on a broadly accepted psychiatric discourse, the records obtained from Langenhorn would be 

further contrasted with those obtained from asylums in other parts of the country and with those 

from Aktion T4.  

Of the 4,907 sick persons transferred to other facilities from Langenhorn, of whom more 

than two-thirds were killed, 2676 records are still kept in the Archives of the City of Hamburg 

[Staatsarchiv der Freien und Hansestadt Hamburg]. Historian of medicine Michael Wunder 

contended in his research that 80 percent of the records still exist, but included in his calculation 

were those records that were sent to other asylums and not returned.
110

 The Langenhorn asylum 

was chosen because its records have already been extensively explored in one research project 

and in two dissertation projects.
111

 These projects concentrated on a statistical analysis of the 

patient data in the records, aiming to explain the criteria used by psychiatrists to select patients. 

Furthermore, earlier historical research in the 1980s had tried to come to terms with Hamburgôs 

involvement in the ñeuthanasiaò killings and the specific circumstances in the city during the 
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years of the war, as further developed in the chapter on the history of Langenhorn.
112

 Finally, the 

situation in Hamburg had polarized the scientific community around whether or not the 

assassinations of hospital patients could be attributed to the intentional actions of the nurses and 

psychiatrists.
113

 My qualitative analysis would therefore benefit from the results of this earlier 

research.  

However, in the course of the data collection, it soon became apparent that the role of the 

records in psychiatric practice was so complex that I decided to shift the scope of the data 

analysis. What was the relationship between the many detailed observations I found, especially 

those written by nurses, and the functioning of the medical file on the treatment of patients, many 

of whom were killed in the end? At this point, I decided to analyze one record in detail and to use 

the other records as references in order to corroborate the evidence collected. The record of Anna 

Maria B. was chosen because she was first admitted to hospital before the Nazi regime era and 

was admitted several times thereafter until 1943. Her record, which covers nearly the whole 

period of Nazi fascism, did not differ in its construction from all the other records found in the 

State archive, it was complete, and it comprised more than 500 pages.  

In order to analyze such a huge amount of data, the file was divided into administrative 

records, psychiatristsô documents, and nursesô recordings. (The construction of the record is 

described in detail at the beginning of chapter 5.) Each part was chronologically divided 

according to the different stays of Anna Maria B. in Hamburgôs asylums. I used the software 

program MAXQDA 10 in my analysis to systematically evaluate and interpret the documents. 

The whole record was transcribed into a Word document and integrated into the MAXQDA10 

program in order to code all description in the notes written by the nurses and psychiatrists, as 

well as all the disciplinary and therapeutic interventions and the application of medications, etc. 

The program thus enabled linking all these different aspects in order to analyze the emergence of 

specific patterns between, for example, certain description in the nursesô notes or disciplinary 

interventions. The code- or category system (Code-system) that evolved over the course of the 
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analysis was then linked to the scientific discourses found in psychiatristsô textbooks, nursing 

textbooks, and articles in scientific journals. This procedure permitted tracing the sources of the 

categories and descriptions employed by nurses and psychiatrists to describe Anna Maria B.ôs 

behaviour. Furthermore, the MAXQDA 10 program allowed me to highlight similarities and 

discrepancies between the psychiatristsô and nursesô notes, and in turn, to connect these notes to 

the administrative documents in the record. This proceeding enabled me to demonstrate that the 

descriptive categories employed by nurses and psychiatrists were derived from scientific 

discourses and to highlight the role of these notes and of the record as a whole. The code system 

is part of the appendix. 

 Sampling Method  2.6.2

The 2767 records from which this sample was obtained were arranged in alphabetical 

order. In the first round, a random sample was gathered from every fifteenth record of each 

alphabetical letter. These records were then briefly inspected to ascertain whether or not they 

were complete and contained nursing notes. Some of the records were photocopies of the 

originals because the original records were kept in the asylum where the patients had been 

transferred. These copies never contained the nursesô notes and were therefore discarded. In the 

second round, every forty-third record was pulled. Finally sixty-one patient records remained of 

those patients who were transferred to other asylums and killed. I chose this complicated process 

even though this is a qualitative research project because I wanted to be sure to achieve the widest 

possible variety.  

Furthermore, I obtained twenty-five records from patients who were admitted to 

Langenhorn in 1934. Some of these patients were discharged in 1939 or later, even though they 

had been hospitalized more than five years ï one of the criteria on the report sheet for Aktion T4. 

Another section of these records were on patients who survived the Nazi regime in the asylum but 

remained hospitalized after the end of the war. This last sample was intended to analyze any 
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changes in the nursesô and psychiatristsô notes that might have taken place after the end of the 

Second World War.  

The content and construction of the records differ in some significant ways. The patients 

who were admitted to Langenhorn directly in the late 1930s had very thin records because almost 

no notes on them had been taken. However my analysis highlights that this lack of record keeping 

was a mechanism in Langenhorn that was already in place before the Nazis came to power. With 

the advance of war, the patients often stayed just a couple of days in Langenhorn before they 

were transferred to other asylums.  

 The sample from Hadamar 2.6.3

In the archive of the asylum at Hadamar (the facility in which Anna Maria B. was 

eventually killed) I found another thirty records from patients transferred from Langenhorn. 

These records were exactly the same as those found in the Hamburg archives. They contained a 

large number of notes from the nurses and psychiatrists ï striking because Hadamar existed solely 

as a killing factory. 

Before beginning the discussion of these records, the following chapter explains in more 

detail my theoretical framework for the analysis. In it I describe Foucaultôs concept of biopower 

and the role of what he called State racism, emphasizing the potential of this perspective on the 

empirical analysis of one specific record from one asylum in Hamburg. 
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3 Biopower and Racism 

In chapter two I discussed some recent historical research in the field of ñeuthanasiaò and 

I particularly emphasized the approach of historian Hans Walter Schmuhl. His approach seems, at 

first glance, close to the kind of perspective I have taken on my study. Schmuhl defined the Nazi 

regime as a developing biopolitical dictatorship because biosciences had a pivotal relevance for 

National Socialism. Schmuhl characterized this dictatorship as a reciprocal instrumentalisation of 

science and politics.
1
 Biopolitics in Schmuhlôs perspective is to biologize the social and he links 

biopolitics to a coercive dictatorship and its technocratic elites. 

Schmuhlôs approach was criticized in the introduction for its reductionist perspective and 

I emphasized that biopolitics under the Nazi regime cannot be reduced to the killing of the unfit. 

The following chapter is the attempt to delineate the concept of biopower and biopolitics from a 

Foucauldian perspective with particular attention to the interrelationships between biopower and 

racism. 

3.1 The Roots of State Racism 

In 1976, Foucault analyzed the genealogy of two different kinds of power.
2
 He began by 

summarizing his research of the previous fifteen years on ñdisciplinaryò power, a form of power 

that acts on the body and which uses techniques of surveillance, normalization, and a panoptical 

organization of institutions like prisons, schools, or hospitals. In his last lecture at that time he 

also introduced another kind of power, what he called ñbiopower,ò a kind of power that is 

directed towards a population and the ñlife of the living.ò In the years to come, Foucault 

developed this analysis of power further with the concept of ñgovernmentality.ò This kind of 

power developed from the sixteenth century onward through the dispositifs and technologies of 

the reason of state (raison dô®tat) and the police. The question of these two forms of power ï the 

disciplinary and the biopower, their specificity, and their articulation ï are central to Foucaultôs 

analysis. He used the concept of war as a frame to analyze the correlations of power and he 
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described the emergence of what he called the birth of a ñhistorical-politicalò discourse of the 

fight between races.
3
 The following considerations try to grasp the impact of this perspective on 

an analysis of the killings of sick persons. 

The challenge of all genealogies
 4
 lies in the question ñWhat is this power whose 

interruption, force, impact, and absurdity have become palpably obvious over the last forty years, 

as a result of both the collapse of Nazism and the retreat of Stalinism? What is power? Or rather ï 

given that the question óWhat is power?ô is obviously a theoretical question that would provide an 

answer to everything, which is just what I donôt want to do ï the issue is to determine what are, in 

their mechanisms, effects, [and] their relations, the various power-apparatuses that operate at 

various levels of society, in such very different domains and with so many different extensions?ò
5
 

Once again, these kinds of questions differ from the questions asked by social history, which 

deduces power from economy, a fact that Foucault called the ñóeconomismô in the theory of 

power.ò The above quotation highlights one of the central concerns of my study, because it tries 

to decipher how power precisely functioned in psychiatric asylums and how aspects of power 

emerged in the interplay between psychiatry and nursing.  

Foucault based his genealogical analysis on the reversal of a principle formulated by 

Clausewitz, who had stated that ñwar is no more than a continuation of politics.ò According to 

Foucault the principle should be formulated as ñpolitics is merely a continuation of war by other 

means,ò something that he contended existed long before Clausewitz, and that had determined 

politics since the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
6
  

Foucault described a historical paradox. Beginning in the Middle Ages as states 

developed, military practices and institutions were concentrated in a centralised power. 

Henceforward, only the state could engage in wars and manipulate instruments of war, and as a 

result, the military apparatus was developed, defined, and controlled by the state. Thus, war was 

virtually removed from the center of society and transferred to its limits; a new discourse 

developed ï new because it was the first ñhistorical-political discourse about society. 
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According to Foucault, this discourse began with the end of the religious wars in the 

sixteenth century and developed further in the seventeenth. It emerged first in England where it 

was used by the parliamentary opposition and the Puritans. This discourse recounted the English 

history as follows: Since the eleventh century, English society had been a society of conquest. 

The monarchy and aristocracy with its aristocratic institutions had been imported from the 

Normans, although the defeated Saxons had been able to conserve some of their natural liberties. 

This new discourse differed from the ñphilosophical-juridicalò discourse of the past, which had 

been centred on royal power and celebrated the exploits of heroes and kings and their battles and 

wars. It was a history that recounted wars and explained the right of the king to govern a country. 

In contrast, the new historical-political discourse made all social relations warlike by perceiving 

wars and battles as pervading all institutions of law and peace. The same kind of analysis was 

later used in France, especially from aristocratic circles at the end of the reign of Louis XIV. It 

was a malleable discourse, because it was used in England and France as a weapon of the 

bourgeoisie, the popular masses as well as the artistrocrats, against the monarchy. From its 

beginning then, it was a heterogeneous discourse useful in many diverse movements both in 

England and elsewhere.  

This discourse can also be found in the biological, eugenic, and racial discourses at the 

end of the nineteenth century. In contrast to the philosophical-juridical discourse, power in 

historical-political discourse does not begin when war ends. War guides the birth of nations; law 

and peace develop out of the blood of battles. But the law is no pacifying force because war 

continues underneath and inside all mechanisms of power. War is the motor of all institutional 

order; one has to decipher the war beneath the peace. As Foucault stated, ñwe are therefore at war 

with one another; a battlefront runs through the whole of society, continuously and permanently, 

and it is this battlefront that puts us all on one side or the other. There is no such thing as a neutral 

subject. We are all inevitably someoneôs adversary.ò
7
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This new discourse was important in three different ways. First, the subject who talks in 

this discourse, the one who says ñmeò or ñwe,ò cannot speak from a universal or neutral position. 

The subject is always in battle; it has enemies and is fighting for a particular victory. It claims a 

right but this right is partial since it is the right of oneôs family or race. Truth depends on position 

in the battle and on the victory one tries to achieve. It becomes a weapon, because it is used 

within a relationship of force.
8
 

Second, this discourse was based on several sets of series. One was on a set of brutal, 

physical-biological facts and differentiated between ñweò and ñOtherò on aspects like physical 

force, energy, proliferation of a race, or the feebleness of the other. Another series had to do with 

randomness or contingency such as, for example, defeats, victories, failures or successes of revolt 

or alliances. A final series was comprised of psychological and moral elements, like courage, 

hate, or mistrust. These sets of series developed calculations, strategies, and ruses as rationales to 

maintain victory or to reverse power relations. 

Third, this discourse developed solely within the context of history by trying to discover 

forgotten battles beneath established institutions. It used traditional myths and mythologies to 

recount stories about great victories, forgotten giants, or wounded or dead heroes. It was also 

concerned about the rights and the possessions of the first race that were stolen by the invader, 

and about the promise of the day of revenge, when the new chief comes to save the poor.
9
 It was a 

discourse that could be used as much for the nostalgia of the aristocracy as for the vengeance of 

the proletariat. In Foucaultôs words, ñin short, and unlike the philosophico-juridical discourse 

organized around the problem of sovereignty and the law, the discourse that deciphers warôs 

permanent presence within society is essentially a historico-political discourse, a discourse in 

which truth functions as a weapon to be used for a partisan victory, a discourse that is darkly 

critical and at the same time intensely mythical.ò
10

 

From early on, this discourse contained fundamental elements, including ethnic 

differences, different languages, forces, energies and violence, or conquest and enslavement of 
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one race over another, which enabled the maintenance of war. Foucault wrote that ñthe social 

body is basically articulated around two races. It is this idea that this clash between two races runs 

through society from top to the bottom which we see being formulated as early as the seventeenth 

century. And it forms the matrix for all the forms beneath which we can find the face and 

mechanism of social warfare.ò
11

  

Two different transcribing processes developed from this idea of the war of races. The 

first was a biological transcription that was in place long before Darwinôs ideas took hold. The 

historical-biological theory of races was a discourse as malleable as the historical-political 

discourse, articulated on the one hand, by national movements in Europe and used in national 

battles against powerful state apparatuses in Austria and Russia, and on the other hand, used by 

the European colonist in the colonies.  

The second transcription was the theory of social war, which appeared at the beginning of 

the nineteenth century. This theory tried to eradicate all trace of racial conflict and to re-define 

them as battles between classes. Based on this theory, a biological-social racism developed from 

the understanding that the other race did not came from outside society but was a permanent part 

of it and understood as the social body. This discourse functioned to split a single race into upper 

and lower levels, into a super race and a sub-race. In the beginning, this discourse was an 

instrument used in the struggles waged by decentred camps of opposition, but it was later 

rececentred by the State and became the discourse of a centered, centralized, and centralizing 

power, used to define the real and only race that holds the power and is entitled to define the 

norm. This power had to fight against those who deviated from the norm and who jeopardized its 

biological heritage. Out of this concept developed State racism. Foucault contended that this kind 

of racism is a racism that ñsociety will direct against itself, against its own elements and its own 

products. This is the internal racism of permanent purification, and it will become one of the basic 

dimensions of social normalization.ò
12
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This centralized, biological State racism was utilized and transformed by specific 

strategies in the twentieth century. Nazism reused a nineteenth-century concept of a ñpopular, 

almost medieval, mythology that allowed State racism to function within an ideologico-mythical 

landscape similar to that of the popular struggles which, at a given moment, could support and 

make it possible to formulate the theme of race struggle.ò
13

 This State racism was accompanied 

by a large number of elements such as, for example, 

the struggle of a Germanic race which had, temporarily, been enslaved by 

the European powerséIt was also accompanied by the theme of the return 

of the hero, or heroes (the reawakening of Frederik, and of all the nationôs 

other guides and Führers); the theme of the revival of an ancestral war; 

that of the advent of a new Reich, of the empire of the last days which will 

ensure the millenarian victory of the race, but which also means that the 

inevitable apocalypse and the inevitable last days are nigh. We have then a 

Nazi reinscription or reinsertion of State racism in the legend of warring 

races.
14

 

Simultaneously, the homogenization of technological knowledge began in the middle of 

the eighteenth century. Motivated for both political and economic reasons, much research was 

done, for example, on artisanal methods or on mining practices in the attempt to normalize and 

centralize technological knowledge. Big technical schools were created, for example, for mining 

or road construction. In the second half of the eighteenth century, medical knowledge was also 

homogenized, normalized, classified, and centralized. At this historical juncture, institutions like 

hospitals and dispensaries developed, and both the medical profession and medical knowledge 

were codified. At this time too, nursesô training was formalized. Large-scale campaigns in public 

hygiene were conducted. All these phenomena had three aspects in common: selection, 

normalisation, and hierarchical control. It was the era of the development of disciplinary power, 

as described by Foucault.
15

 

The eighteenth century was the century when knowledges were 

disciplined, or when, in other words, the internal organization of everyday 

knowledge became a discipline which had, in its own field, criteria of 

selection that allowed it to eradicate false knowledge or nonknowledge. 

We also have forms of normalization and homogenization of knowledge-

contents, forms of hierarchicalization, and an internal organization that 

could centralize knowledges around a sort of de facto axiomatization. So 

every knowledge was organized into a discipline. These knowledges that 
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had been disciplinarized from within were then arranged, made to 

communicate with one another, redistributed, and organized into a 

hierarchy within a sort of overall field or overall discipline that was known 

specifically as science.
16

 

 

3.2 Biopower and Biopolitics 

In his last lecture given in 1976, Foucault introduced the concept of biopolitcs 

(biopower), attempting to grasp the changing characteristics of power that occurred in the 

nineteenth century. From that point on, power was concentrated on humans as living beings ï 

what he called the ñ®tatisation du biologique,ò or state control over the biological.
17

 The right 

over life and death is one of the fundamental rights of the sovereign; it is the right to make death 

and to let live. In front of this power, the subject is neither living nor is it really dead. As Foucault 

argued, ñfrom the point of view of life and death, the subject is [was] neutral, and it is thanks to 

the sovereign that the subject has [had] the right to be alive or, possibly, the right to be dead.ò
18

 

Foucault called it the right of the sword, since the right was realized only at the point when a 

subject was about to be killed. 

But in the nineteenth century this political right was transformed. Foucault emphasized 

that the right of the sovereign did not disappear, but was modified, penetrated, and complemented 

by another political right ï the opposite right to the right of the sovereign. ñIt is the power to 

ómakeô live and óletô die. The right of the sovereign was the right to take life or let live.ò
19

 This 

new form of power appeared on two different levels.  In the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, 

technologies of power materialized that were directed towards the individual body; the body was 

seen as a machine. At this level, everything curved around the difficulty of drilling the body and 

augmenting the abilities of the individual to integrate the body into economical control systems. 

This level of disciplinary power Foucault called the anatomo-politics of the human body.  

From the middle of the eighteenth century forward a new kind of power emerged. It was 

no longer disciplinary; it was not directed towards the individual body but towards humans as 

ñliving beings.ò Foucault termed this new non-disciplinary power ñbiopower.ò This  new 
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technology ñthat is being established is addressed to a multiplicity of men [sic], not to the extent 

that they are nothing more than their individual bodies, but to the extent that they form, on the 

contrary, a global mass that is affected by overall processes characteristic of birth, death, 

production, illness, and so on.ò
20

 Therefore, this technology concentrated on humans as a species, 

comprised of an ensemble of processes deriving from mortality, birth or fertility rates ï all 

processes related to economic and political problems. From this moment on, statistical and 

demographic surveys became vitally important, or what Foucualt termed ñbiopolitics.ò  

Biopolitics discovered population as a scientific and political problem, as a biologic 

problem of power engaged with collective phenomena that influence economy. These phenomena 

are random and unpredictable in detail, but they establish constants on a collective level, which 

can be detected at the level of populations. These phenomena develop over long periods of time; 

hence they are phenomena of series. Biopolitics is directed towards phenomena that are 

essentially, ñaleatory events that occur within a population that exists over a period of time.ò
21

 

Biopolitics use mechanisms that are very different to those used by the disciplines. First of all, it 

uses statistical surveys and global measurements, intervening on a global level by installing a 

regulatory mechanism and trying to establish a kind of homeostasis. Foucault wrote that ñsecurity 

mechanisms have to be installed around the random element in a population of living beings so as 

to optimize a state of life. Like disciplinary mechanisms, these mechanisms are designed to 

maximize and extract forces, but they work in very different ways. Unlike disciplines, they no 

longer train individuals by working at the level of the body itself.ò
22

 It is therefore not a matter of 

taking the individual at the level of individuality but, ñon the contrary, of using overall 

mechanisms and acting in such a way as to achieve overall states of equilibration or regularity; it 

is, in a word, a matter of taking control of life and the biological processes of man-as-species and 

of ensuring that they are not disciplined, but regularized.ò
23
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3.3 Norm, Normalization, and Statistics in the Age of Biopower 

While disciplinary power is established in institutions, like schools, hospitals, or prisons, 

biopoliticsal power is bio-regulation by the state. It depends on a large number of organizations 

outside the administrative apparatus of the state like medical, nursing, insurance, or social 

security organizations. This form of power needs experts, an idea that Foucault developed further 

in his discussion of governmentality. Of utmost importance in this context is the technological 

knowledge of medicine, because medicine is a ñpower-knowledge that can be applied to both the 

body and the population, both the organism and biological processes, and it will therefore have 

both disciplinary effects and regulatory effects.ò
24

  

The latter concept applies to nursing as well. Nurses occupy an important strategic 

position at the intersection between the individual and the population. However, the decisive 

element within a society of regulation is the norm, which circulates between the disciplinary and 

the regulative pole of power. The norm operates, on the one hand, towards a body that power tries 

to discipline and, on the other hand, towards a population that power tries to regulate. A 

normalizing society is, according to Foucault, a society ñin which the norm of discipline and the 

norm of regulation intersect along an orthogonal articulation. To say that power took possession 

of life in the nineteenth century, or to say that power at least takes life under its care in the 

nineteenth century, is to say that it has, thanks to the play of technologies of discipline on the one 

hand and technologies of regulation on the other, succeeded in covering the whole surface that 

lies between the organic and the biological, between body and population.ò
25

 

 Norm and normalization 3.3.1

American philosopher Judith Butler argued that the norm ñtransforms the negative 

restraints of the juridical into the more positive controls of normalization,ò transforming juridicial 

power into a productive form of power. 
26 

 Philosopher François Ewald, a former student of 

Foucault, emphasized that the norm acts independently of the law, although normalization relies 

in part on legislation.
27

 The norm has the specific capability to simultaneously individualize and 
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create comparability between individuals. Individualization is achieved through the location of 

spaces ñindefinitely, which become more and more discrete.ò At the same time, these spaces 

never enclose ñanyone in such a way as to create a nature for themò because individualisation is 

nothing more than the expression of a relationship, ña relationship which has to be seen 

indefinitely in the context of other.ò The norm can be defined as a ñprinciple of comparison, of 

comparability, a common measure, which is instituted in the pure reference of one group to itself, 

when the group has no relationship other than to itself, without external references and without 

verticality.ò Normalisation means, from this perspective, that the norms, or the normative spaces, 

know no outside. The abnormal is not defined as different by nature, it appears to be different 

through comparison. This means that the norm ñintegrates anything which might be an attempt to 

go beyond it ï nothing, nobody, whatever difference it might display, can ever claim to be 

exterior, or claim to possess an otherness which would actually make it other.ò
28

 

Butler criticizes this conception of ñsocial normò because it does not allow one to re-

signify or displace the norm itself, because any opposition is already contained within the norm. 

According to her, the norm produces the field within which it will be applied and, simultaneously, 

ñproduces itself in the production of that field.ò
29

 Norms constitute the background for the 

perception of what seems to be ñreal,ò they delineate what can be observed, and, simultaneously, 

they are reproduced by bodily practices, as this study will highlight in analyzing nursesô 

observations. However, according to Butler, these bodily practices also have the ñcapacity to alter 

norms in the course of their citation.ò
 30

 

German sociologist Jürgen Link distinguished, as did Foucault, two discourse-complexes 

that have developed in two different directions since the eighteenth century. Link distinguished 

between these two complexes by using the terms ñnormò and ñnormalization.ò
31

 Within the 

complex of normativity, a binary norm exists and an action is judged according to this norm; an 

action either conforms to the norm or it does not. The transgression of the norm is linked to 
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sanctions against the abnormal. One has to conform to existing norms in order to be an 

intelligible being and for those who do not successfully adopt a norm, a subject status is denied.  

In contrast, the normal, according to Link, that which is acceptable, is based on 

accumulated mass-data and statistics, and defined through averages en gros. Within this 

discourse-complex, the boundary between normality and abnormality is drawn; it is an important 

technology of the biopolitics. The ñnormal curve of distribution,ò symbolised by the Gaussian 

curve, positions most individuals within an array of average or maximal normality. The further 

one is detached from the average, the greater the threat of falling into abnormality. Thereby, the 

continuity of the distribution curve is crucial, because within the continuum every individual is 

positioned between two neighbours against whom they can benchmark themselves. This means 

one is positioned between a neighbour who is ña little bit more normalò and a neighbour who is 

ña little bit less normal,ò generating a feeling of assurance in sharp contrast to the binary 

normativism that is based on a principle of discontinuity of yes or no decisions. Normalism is 

thus systematic and historically limited to societies that accumulate mass-data. Within the term 

normalism, two levels of meaning converge: evaluation and description. Normalism designates 

set value and just value; ñthe statistical mean itself [can become] a social norm, a norm of a 

second order.ò
32

 

The delineation between norm and normalism enables one to distinguish two different 

strategies. One possible strategy is the maximum compression of the normality-zone with the 

tendency of fixation and stabilisation. Link called this protonormalistic strategy 

(Protonormalistische Strategie) and argued that this strategy was predominant at the beginning of 

normalism. From a Foucauldian perspective, this is a strategy of the juridicial repressive form of 

power, a strategy of the disciplines. This strategy is linked to the necessity to normalize 

individuals from above and from outside. The study will demonstrate that psychiatric practice 

must be considered an example of the protonormalistic strategy, because this practice (termed a 

practice and not a discourse because the asylum cannot be understood by scientific discourses 
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alone) was characterized by disciplinary power; it was an anonymous power that aimed to 

influence the conduct of the patient from above.  

The rivaling strategy is flexible normalistic strategy (flexibel-normalistische Strategie) 

which normalizes through ñmaximal expansionò and ñdynamizationò of the normality zone. This 

strategy, which was established in Western societies as recently as the post-Second World War 

era, constitutes ñboundaries of normalityò only provisorily and sees them as, in principle, 

reversible. This strategy is not based on obedience, but rather on the willingness of ñself-

normalizationò in view of uncertain ñnormality-boundaries.ò
33

  

The Nazi regime must be analyzed as a combination of the two normalization strategies 

described above. It is important to acknowledge that the Nazi regime is also a blatant example of 

modern population policy that was from the beginning connected to multiple detailed statistical 

surveys. During the Nazi regime, most of the data were evaluated with the newest technologies. 

The administration systematically used punch cards to enable the analysis of large amounts of 

data. Even the Holocaust was organized by using these technologies (and could not have been 

realized without this technological support) and the company IBM gained notoriety, because it 

delivered the infrastructure enabling these data collections and analyses.
34

 The same is true for the 

organization of the killings of sick persons and the capturing of so-called hereditary risks. The 

former president of the German statistical society (Deutsche Statistische Gesellschaft), Friedrich 

Zahn, noted in 1940 that ñstatistics is closely related to the National Socialist movement.ò As he 

continued, ñthe demographic policy enjoys the particular interest of the State. It is not anymore 

solely a quantitative population policy but rather has developed into a qualitative and 

psychological population policy and therefore demands from statistics increasing and deepened 

insights, which can be implemented using the energy of our F¿hrer.ò
35

 

Under the direction of the police, the health and welfare administration, and the statistical 

office of the German Reich, an efficient system of different registers, censuses, registration laws, 

and identification cards developed after 1933. All these measurements aimed to register and 
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classify the population. In 1933 and 1939, population censuses were carried out but they were not 

the only actions of registration: The work book (Arbeitsbuch) (1939), the health family register 

(1936), the obligation to register (1938), the German Peopleôs Party (1939), and finally, the 

personal identification number (1944) were the bureaucratic pre-conditions for a graded system of 

gratification and penalty, for selection and extermination. With the raw material of the population 

census from 1939, a register was installed for all non-Aryan peoples within the German Reich; it 

contained the names, dates and places of birth, places of residence, occupation, and ñgrade of 

crossbreed.ò The political office for matters of race (Rassenpolitisches Amt) of the German 

National Socialist Worker Party (NSDAP) began in 1934/35 to install a ñregister of asocial 

elementsò (Assozialenkartei), followed in 1935/36 by the special register of Jews, gypsies, and 

other ñforeign ethnicsò (Fremdvölkischer). From 1934 on, ñhereditary sick personsò were 

registered by the health administration. Especially in the latter cases, nurses played a decisive role 

because they were mainly the ones who reported these persons.
36

 Historians Götz Aly and Karl 

Heinz Roth described the effectiveness of statistics for population policy as follows: 

Only through the work of statisticians with anonymous data do people 

become part of ñproblem areasò with their own so-called fertility 

probability, with their own probability of divorces, their own social 

behaviour, etc. Thus people are indexed by character profiles that can be 

differentiated endlessly and, even more important, can be randomly 

combined. Only then it is possible to further subdivide people in the 

process of population politic and social politic. By this means, it becomes 

possible to enact laws, decrees, and regulations for ever smaller groups of 

people. These laws, decrees and regulations become less and less 

comprehensible and understandable.
37
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 The impact of numbers in biopolitics 3.3.2

The theoretical considerations around the impact of statistics in biopolitical societies 

highlight the fact that discursive statements are not solely linguistic.
38

 A statement can be an 

entity that has any kind of linguistic structure. Important forms of statements are figures, 

statistics, and maps.
39

 Accounting, for example, forms a body of knowledge that often competes 

with the knowledge of other experts, but calculative devices allow it to direct actions within 

organizations and within society. 

Figures are an indispensable part of complex technologies used by governments. Only 

through using figures does it become possible to intervene in specific areas and to demarcate the 

delineations and inner characteristics of populations, economies, and societies.
40

 Sociologist Peter 

Miller demonstrated the interrelationship of political and economic forces in a society in which 

accounting systems are often a mechanism through which power is exercised.
41

 Accounting is a 

partial and interested language in the service of particular classes and functions as a disciplinary 

matrix to write the world; it is rhetorical. Through accounting techniques it is possible, for 

example, to calculate variances at the level of the asylum as a whole, and at the level of every 

accountable person within the asylum. This offers a way of governing individuals and the 

economic life of the asylum in a form of a ñscientific management.ò Accounting obscures the 

explicit value judgements within it. Miller argued that the borders between accounting and other 

bodies of expertise, particularly law, are shifting. Accounting is a technique to govern the conduct 

of individuals through indirect means. It is a form of action on the action of others, especially 

through the single figure that contains compressed and complex information. This process will be 

highlighted in the next chapter on the history of the Langenhorn asylum. The annual statistics of 

the asylum highlighted that the administration was from 1900 on anxious to summarize different 

aspects of patientsô diagnoses and biographies into a single combination of figures and letters. In 

doing so, relations between the different aspects of the person were implicitly established by 
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statistics; annual statistics became statements of their own about the relationship between, for 

example, alcoholism and degeneration. 

The work of sociologist of science and philosopher Ian Hacking on the impact of 

statistical operations in biopolitics is very illustrative. Hacking understands his work as 

supporting Foucaultôs theoretical concept of biopower and refers to the open and subversive 

effects of statistical operations.
42

 Even though the quantity of statistical operations increased 

markedly from the beginning of the nineteenth century and generated an immense quantity of 

data, they were seldom effective in controlling or influencing populations, at least in an intended 

sense. But, there was an unintended, subversive effect, because counting needs categories. 

Hacking mentions as an example the establishment of social class at the beginning of the 

nineteenth century as a means for counting, which led to the fact that society was henceforward 

perceived in classes. From 1800 on, a radical transformation occurred in the manner of how the 

population was perceived due to the fact that it was registered in terms of employment. 

Bureaucrats constructed easily ascertainable categories under which everybody henceforth was 

subsumed.  

Hacking showed that any category has its own history, which is influenced by two 

vectors. The first vector, according to Hacking, is the ñlabelling from aboveò emanating from a 

community of experts, which creates a reality. Distinguishable from this first vector is the vector 

ñautonomous behaviourò of the persons labelled in such a manner. This second vector generates a 

pressure from the bottom up, which creates a reality that any expert has to consider. Hacking calls 

this ñdynamic nominalism,ò which remains an intriguing doctrine, arguing that numerous kinds of 

human beings and human acts come into being hand in hand with our invention of the categories 

labelling them. ñIt is for me the only intelligible species of nominalism, the only one that can 

even gesture at an account of how common names and the named could tidily fit together...our 

spheres of possibility, and hence ourselves, are to some extent made up of our naming and what 

that entails.ò
43
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Hacking demonstrated this interrelation exemplary in the history of suicide. From the 

nineteenth century on, suicide became the property of medicine. Henceforward, the concept of the 

accepted, noble suicide came into being as well as the suicide of honour of state, which had 

previously existed. The ñrestò became part of the new medicine of madness. Until the mid-

nineteenth century, there was a broad consensus that no suicide could exist that was not predated 

by signs of madness. The physicians started to relate the body and its past tense with its self-

destruction. Statisticians counted and classified the bodies. Every detail of the suicide became 

fascinating and the statisticians designed forms, which had to be completed by physicians and 

police officers. These forms retained every detail, from the time of death to the objects found in 

the pockets of the dead. The different types of suicide demonstrated specific patterns and became 

symbols of national character. The French preferred carbon monoxide and drowning, whilst the 

English hanged or shot themselves. At the end of the nineteenth century so much information 

existed about French suicide that Durkheim could use the rate of suicide as a measure for social 

pathologies. The suicide rate drastically increased at this time in all European countries, which 

was seen from an administrative perspective as a problem. Hacking interpreted the relation 

between the suicide rate and the reports about suicide as follows: the ñsystem of reporting 

positively created an entire ethos of suicide, right down to the suicide note, an art form that 

previously was virtually unknown apart from the rare noble suicide of the state...Even the 

unmaking of people has been made up.ò
44

 

The latter considerations highlight that bioplitics is a complex power technology that 

cannot be reduced to merely eugenics and ñeuthanasia.ò The specific characteristic of biopolitics 

is that it is oriented towards normalization and that is the reason why psychiatry became so 

important for a biopolitical society of regulation. After all, psychiatry is the paradigmatic science 

of biopower, because psychiatrists were charged with establishing the norm and deciding who 

was to be considered abnormal.
45

 As the chapter about the history of the Langenhorn asylum will 

highlight, psychiatrists struggled to be acknowledged as the sole professionals able to determine 
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the threshold between normal and abnormal behaviour. However, if society under the Nazi 

regime must be considered a biopolitical society, the question remains as to what enabled this 

society to kill parts of its population. This question will be the focus of the next section. 

 

3.4 The Paradox of Biopolitcs and the Problem of Racism 

A paradox obviously exists within biopolitics, because this form of power is, on the one 

hand, anxious to provide the means to sustain a population and allow it to prosper and, on the 

other hand, to possess weapons of mass destruction and to wage wars of unimaginable brutality. 

This power is able to send whole populations to their death, as the example of the Second World 

War demonstrated, although this is actually a characteristic of a sovereign power. From the 

moment it uses weapons of mass destruction it is no longer a biopower. The question arises then 

how biopower is able to kill if its aim is truly to support life. To answer this question one has to 

consider Foucaultôs reflections about the role of racism within biopolitics. Biopower, according to 

Foucault, inscribes racism into mechanisms of the state. 

Racism has two functions. First, it is a means to introduce a distinction between those 

who are allowed to live and those who must die. This rupture in the biological continuum of the 

human species enables differentiation between races, allows them to be hierarchically sorted, and 

qualifies some races as superior to others. Racism, in other words, introduces difference into 

populations. As Foucault noted, ñthis will allow power to treat that population as a mixture of 

races, or to be more accurate, to treat the species, to subdivide the species it controls, into the 

subspecies known, precisely, as races.ò
46

 

Secondly, racism allows the introduction of a seemingly positive relationship into a 

differentiated population: ñthe more you let die, the better you will live.ò This bellicose 

conviction implies that ñif you want to live, you must kill your enemies,ò which transforms this 

warlike statement into a statement that is compatible with the exercise of biopower. The more that 

inferior species disappear, the more that abnormal individuals are eliminated, the better the 
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species will become. As Foucault explained, ñ racism makes it possible to establish a relationship 

between my life and the death of the other that is not a military or warlike relationship of 

confrontation, but a biological-type relationship: óThe more inferior species die out, the more 

abnormal individuals are eliminated, the fewer degenerates there will be in the species as a whole, 

and the more I ï as species rather than individual ï can live, the stronger I will be, the more 

vigorous I will be.ò Killing the other within a system of biopolitics becomes acceptable if a 

biological danger is targeted and if the elimination of this danger will strengthen the race; it is not 

a question of victory. In a normalizing society, race or racism is the precondition that makes 

killing acceptable. ñWhen you have a normalizing society, you have a power which is, at least 

superficially, in the first instance, or in the first line, biopower, and racism is the indispensable 

precondition that allows someone to be killed, that allows others to be killed. Once the State 

functions in the biopower mode, racism alone can justify the murderous function of the State.ò
47

 

In other words, if the normalizing power wishes to exercise the old sovereign right to kill, it must 

become racist. Foucault emphasized that to kill someone does not only imply the physical 

extermination of the other, but could also mean an indirect form of murder like ñexposing 

someone to death, increasing the risk of death for some people, or, quite simply, political death, 

expulsion, rejection, and so on.ò
48

  

Darwinôs theory of evolution developed out of this background of biopower and became 

the means to imagine colonial relations, the necessity of war, criminality, the phenomena of 

madness or mental illness, and the history of societies with their different classes. The concept of 

evolution became the frame through which to imagine killing and the potential of war. War did 

not only eliminate the opposite race, but it also regenerated oneôs own race through a selection of 

those battling for life. The more who die among us, the more our own race will be purified and 

strengthened. Henceforth, criminality was thought of in terms of racism and it became possible to 

kill criminals, the insane, or people with other perceived ñdefects.ò Foucault demonstrated that 

the peculiarity of a modern form of racism is not that it is a kind of ideology linked with 
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mentalities, but that it is a part of the techniques of power. Racism is associated with an efficient 

state because it is obliged to use race as a way to exercise sovereign power. ñThe juxtaposition of 

ï or the way biopower functions through ï the old sovereign power of life and death implies the 

workings, the introduction and activation, of racism. And it is, I think, here that we find the actual 

roots of racism.ò
49

 

 

3.5 Nazism 

The paradoxical character of biopower became the foundation of the Nazi regime. It 

became the most disciplinary society and the one most concerned with providing insurance. 

Controlling the random element inherent in biological processes was one of the regimeôs 

immediate objectives. This society was, according to Foucault, also a society which ñunleashed 

murderous power,ò a power that was based on the old sovereign right to take life. This power to 

kill pervaded the whole society and was ñfirst manifested when the power to take life, the power 

of life and death, was granted not only to the State but to a whole series of individuals, to a 

considerable number of people.ò Everyone had the right to kill and could perform the power of 

life and death ñover his or her neighbors, if only because of the practice of informing, which 

effectively meant doing away with the people next door, or having them done away with.ò
50

 

Canadian historian Robert Gellately takes this aspect as the focus of his book, Backing 

Hitler. In it, he highlighted the broad participation of Germans in Nazism and emphasized that the 

explanatory model of the Nazi regime as a brutal police state, which forced its citizens into 

cooperation with the state, cannot capture the effectiveness of the Nazi regime.
51

 Based on an 

analysis of documents from the archives of the former Nazi Secret State Police (Geheime 

Staatspolizei, GeStaPo) Gallately argued that the police system could only have functioned so 

effectively because of the voluntary cooperation of Germans.
52

 It was not the case that secret 

police agents were everywhere, on the contrary, a low level of staff coverage made it impossible 

to control the population as a whole. Many police arrests were enabled only because many 
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Germans voluntarily informed on their neighbours or acquaintances to the police.
53

 Gellately 

further contended that the Germans would have known everything about the crimes committed by 

the Nazi regime and concluded ï perhaps a little bit too forthrightly ï that most Germans agreed 

with these crimes.
54

 In discussing the ñeuthanasiaò killings, Gellately emphasized that most 

relatives of patients who were killed did not want to know too much about the killings and 

ñnumerous German families were prepared to accept the murder of their closest relatives without 

protest, even with approval. By so doing, they created the psychological conditions for the 

genocidal policies carried out in the years to come. If people did not protest even when their 

relatives were murdered, they could hardly be expected to object to the murder of Jews, Gypsies, 

Russians, and Poles.ò
55

 

But the destruction of the other race was only one facet of the project; the other side was 

to expose oneôs own race to the absolute and widespread risk of death. As Foucault asserted, 

ñexposing the entire population to universal death was the only way it could truly constitute itself 

as a superior race and bring about its definite regeneration once other races had been either 

exterminated or enslaved forever.ò
56

 In other words, Nazi society was both the absolute 

generalization of biopower and the absolute generalization of the old sovereign power with the 

right to kill. It was, in Foucaultôs words, ñthe final solution for the other races, and the absolute 

suicide of the [German] race. That is where this mechanism inscribed in the workings of the 

modern State leads. Of course, Nazism alone took the play between the sovereign right to kill and 

the mechanism of biopower to this paroxysmal point. But this play is in fact inscribed in the 

workings of all States.ò
57

 

Foucault stressed this relationship between racism and biopower as the foundation and 

pre-condition of modern States on several occasions. At a conference in Tokyo in 1978, he 

described the latter as a kind of constant in modern states. According to him, although fascism 

and Stalinism were singular phenomena, it would be a mistake if one denied that in multiple 

aspects, they did nothing else but expand on a whole series of mechanisms which already existed 
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in the social and political systems of the Occident. After all, the organization of huge parties, the 

development of police apparatuses, and the existence of technologies of repression were inherited 

from the Occidental liberal societies, an aspect also stressed by philosopher Hannah Arendt.
58

 It 

was within these societies that these series were first developed. According to Foucault, both 

fascism and Stalinism utilized mechanisms that already existed in most societies, and despite their 

internal madness, they did nothing more than utilize the ideas and the procedures of our political 

rationality on a large scale. 

 

3.6 Potentials of the Theoretical Perspective 

The potentials of the perspectives developed above can be summarized into five points. 

First of all, this view of National Socialism enables an integration of Nazism into the history of 

modernity. National Socialism was not a relapse into barbarism, but rather it used ñmodernò 

power technologies that were already in place before the Nazis came to power. To analyze 

Nazism as a ñmodernò society means to acknowledge the dark site of modernity and to deny that 

there is always a positive connotation to modernity. 

Second, the multiple practices of exclusion under the Nazi regime appear to be extreme 

variants of scientific, societal, and political practices of exclusion whose genesis and legitimacy 

have already been analyzed by Foucault. 

Third, the different forms of power as analyzed by Foucault ï sovereign power, 

disciplinary power, biopower ï are identifiable within the Nazi regime. Even the positive, 

productive character of power understood as a self-subjugation of subjects under a regime of 

power is recognizable, for example, in the voluntary cooperation with the dictatorship of the 

National Socialists and the practices of denunciation. With regard to this study it must be 

emphasized that nurses voluntarily cooperated with the regime and they were an important 

professional group of experts who carried out the biopolitical program of the Nazi regime. The 

concepts developed by Foucault, the strategies and logics of power that he described are useful 
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for an analysis of the National Socialist system. They allow highlighting the different facets of the 

regime and of the society. Furthermore, this perspective makes it possible to integrate the 

National Socialist practices of domination and their legitimation on a historical curve and 

therefore enables one to describe modifications and discontinuities against a backdrop of 

continuity.  

Fourth, Foucaultôs writings allow a concrete discussion about National Socialsim 

although they are not meant as an all-embracing analysis of Nazism. Nevertheless, a perspective 

on Nazism as a multifunctional power system that cannot be reduced to a single anti-modern 

logic also allows for questioning events after 1945. 

And finally, as already described in the chapter on the historical approach of this study, 

this perspective implies a methodological decision ï a discourse theory approach to history that 

situates texts as the foundations of analysis. This study analyzes patient records along specific 

lines that examine the constitution of objects, the strategies of their materialization, subject 

positions, and the institutional space of their emergence. These analytical steps are necessary in 

order to identify statements as the smallest units of discourse.  

According to political scientist Silke Schneider, a discourse-analytical perspective on 

Nazism should comprise different levels and questions: ñon the one hand, [we need] to question 

the concepts of social order of State and society that legitimated the National Socialistôs practices 

of domination. On the other hand, we need to look at how people are classified and become 

objects of specific scientific discourses. Finally, we should explore how the self-formation of 

subjects functions on the basis of attributions and how these classifications and identifications 

emerge in practice, because these knowledge orders were the frame for both the classification of 

the victims and the acceptance of the spectators.ò
59

 

The following study is an attempt to translate this theoretical approach into an empirical 

analysis. The question of how subjects are constituted in discourses and discursive practices will 

be the primary focus of the following study. 
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4 The History of the Asylum of Langenhorn from 1893 to 1945 

4.1 From the ñcolony for the insaneò (Irrenklolonie) Langenhorn to the ñGeneral Hospital of 

Langenhornò (Allgemeines Krankenhaus Langenhorn) 

In 1888, medical director of Hamburgôs academic psychiatric asylum Friedrichsberg, Dr. 

Wilhelm Reye, first proposed the foundation of an agricultural institution to the cityôs hospital 

council (Krankenhauskollegium, the executive committee of the Senate of Hamburg for 

Hamburgôs hospitals). At this time, Friedrichsberg was the central asylum for the city of 

Hamburg, and he believed that a new institution would free up space in the overcrowded 

established asylum. The rapid rise of industrialization and the consequent growth of Hamburgôs 

population had increased the number of mentally ill persons needing hospital care. At the start of 

the industrialization period, Friedrichsberg had held 1200 beds but now that capacity had to be 

increased.
1
 Based on a report mandated by health authorities, it was determined that the proposed 

ñcolony for the insaneò should be reserved for mentally ill persons who were supported by 

welfare, whose insanity was likely long-term but who could work. The report determined that in 

order to address this need for more space, a manor should be purchased and several houses, 

constructed along the lines of the pavilions in Friedrichsberg, should be built to house about 200 

patients. Central administrative buildings and coverage areas should be added to provide support 

for the increased number of patients. 

Based on this report of May 1888, the health authorities mandated public health officer 

Dr. C. Reinhard to analyze possible solutions for the management of the overcrowding at 

Friedrichsberg. In a memorandum, Reinhard developed three possible solutions: the first was to 

alleviate Friedrichsberg by either enlarging the asylum or by founding another one entirely; the 

second was to place a large number of patients under family care; the third potential solution was 

to place part of the patient population in an agricultural colony. Reinhard rejected the first 

possibility because enlarging Friedrichsberg would make it increasingly difficult for the 

psychiatrists and administration to control the institution. It also seemed impossible because 
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Friedrichsberg did not have enough land surrounding it because of its proximity to the city of 

Hamburg. He also believed that constructing a new, closed asylum would not only have been too 

expensive but also hard on patients, who, although chronically ill, were still able to work.  

Likewise, he rejected the option of placing patients in family care, justifying his decision on how 

difficult it would be to find suitable families to take on such a responsibility, and how much of 

the patient workforce would be lost to private households. Furthermore, he argued that without an 

agricultural sector ñto occupy the patients,ò the asylum would be reduced to a storage institution 

(Bewahranstalt) or an institution for the infirm (Siechanstalt). The only feasible alternative that 

remained was to develop a new agricultural colony, for which Reinhard had a precise vision. 

It is important that the whole must appear, as far as possible, as a wealthy 

village, because then the sick persons will feel more comfortable. That is 

why the residential houses must avoid being all the same size and 

constructed in the same style, since an awkward monotony would be 

created that unintentionally evokes the idea of modern proletarian quarters 

near the factories. It would be best to construct houses for forty, thirty, and 

twenty mentally ill persons and to further sub-divide the former two into 

two sections.
2
 

 

The health authority approved the memorandum and mandated a commission to find a 

suitable property and develop an organizational plan. The commission decided in favour of an 

area of 185 acres called ñfir tree pastureò (Tannenkoppel) situated far outside of Hamburg, in 

Langenhorn. No transport connection existed at this time; the nearest public transport was a kind 

of trolley-car drawn by horses. The organizational plan designated Friedrichsberg as the exclusive 

referring institution for the new colony. Reinhard recommended that the direction of the 

institution should be assigned to a psychiatrist under whom all employees would be subordinated, 

while he himself would answer to the medical director of Friedrichsberg.
3
 It was also determined 

that male patients would work on the farm and in the workshops, with female patients in the 

kitchen, the sewing centre, or in the garden. After completion of the first four fifty-bed houses to 

care for the patients (male patients in houses one and two, and female patients in houses twenty-

one and twenty-two), the agricultural colony for the insane (Landwirtschaftliche Kolonie für 
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Geisteskranke) was officially inaugurated on 1 April 1893. As of that date, the colony 

accommodated 119 patients, where 99 percent of the male patients and 88 percent of the female 

patients were working. 

The first annual report defined the agricultural asylum as an institution designed for the 

ñadmission of quiet and chronically ill patients with the ability to work.ò
4
 This report also 

emphasized the health benefits of the colonyôs location, as it resided within a forest and thus in an 

area without traffic. Furthermore, the report highlighted the ñopen-door-systemò (Offene-Türen-

System) that it claimed produced a village-like atmosphere at the colony.  However, this ideal was 

apparently never quite realized. By 25 April 1895, the public health officer, Dr. Deneke, 

described the quality of the accommodations in a letter to the Medical Council 

(Medizinalkollegium).  ñHitherto the existence of a colony in Langenhorn cannot be perceived; 

the asylum with its checkered buildings distributed in a confined space has nothing in common 

with a rural settlement.ò
5
 According to Deneke, Langenhorn seemed to be a ñmilitary complex of 

buildings like those one would find on a firing range.ò (See Figure 1) 

 

Figure 1: Photography of one of the original houses constructed (around 1900).
6
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Nevertheless, the ñopen-door-systemò was understood as a continuation of the ñno-

restraint-principle,ò which had been introduced in 1861 by Ludwig Meyer with the intent to 

abolish coercive treatment in Friedrichsberg. The pre-condition for this system was the ñselection 

of suitable sick persons,ò as noted by the annual report.  At the end of 1894, the asylum housed 

150 male and 49 female patients, with the nursing auxiliary force made up of 11 male guards and 

4 female guards.
7
 

4.2 From the ñColony for the Insaneò to the ñState Asylumò (Staatskrankenanstalt)  

In 1894, plans were developed to enlarge Langenhorn again. Dr. Theodor Neuberger, a 

senior psychiatrist at Friedrichsberg and Langenhornôs medical director from 1898 on, supported 

the idea of transferring patients unfit for work from Friedrichsberg to Langenhorn, because the 

number of patients able to work was limited and Friedrichsberg needed a certain number of 

working patients in order to maintain its own infrastructure. The patient population 

(Krankenbestand) in Friedrichsberg had changed significantly, according to Neuberger, because 

through the transfer or discharge of ñorderly, quiet patients that are able to work, many beds had 

become free and were now taken up by partly unreliable, unsocial, or even physically sick 

persons.ò He claimed that ñpavilions must be constructed in Langenhorn for patients that were 

not constantly able to work and for restless mentally ill patientsò in order to create normal 

conditions in Friedrichsberg.
8
 On 5 April 1897, the health authority approved Neubergerôs 

concept and began the construction of new houses at Langenhorn.
9
 Surveillance houses were 

constructed to accommodate unsocial patients and patients perceived as dangerous to public 

safety. Observation houses for semi-quiet patients were also built, as well as rural houses to 

accommodate quiet sick persons who were relatively free to circulate. From this point on, 

Langenhorn treated many different categories of mentally ill persons and consequently, the open-

door system was practically abandoned. Accordingly, the name was changed on 20 March 1899 

to ñLunatic Asylum Langenhornò (Irrenanstalt Langenhorn), and altogether now accommodated 

500 patients. 
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From 1896 to1899, Langehorn experienced on average an increase of seventy-two 

patients per year. Responding to this steady growth, Neuberger prepared a position paper 

(Denkschrift) demanding a second enlargement of 860 beds, with a view to a subsequent increase 

of 1400 beds.
10

 He justified his claims of expanding the institution on the basis that the nearby 

major city of Hamburg was producing larger numbers of mentally ill persons and mentally ill 

criminals, and that the city was not providing any relief of its lunatic asylums through ñfamily 

care.ò Neubergerôs report was accepted but it must be emphasized that the Provincial state 

government of Hamburg counted the construction of a specifically secured house (House #9) for 

the accommodation of mentally ill criminals a high priority and approved its construction in 

1902, while the general enlargement of Langenhorn did not take place until 1904-1906 (See 

Figure 2).
11

 From 1904 onward, Langenhorn admitted patients directly without them first being 

admitted to Friedrichsberg, and took in remand prisoners from the penitentiary of Fuhlsbüttel to 

observe their mental state, as well as people who came into conflict with the law due to a mental 

illness. From this moment on, Langenhorn had a vital position in the penitentiary system of 

Hamburg. 

 

Figure 2: ñSecured Houseò after the first enlargement (around 1904) 
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During these years, three events regarding patient treatment are noteworthy. The first two 

aspects are related to a planned modification of the ñOrdinance concerning the Regulation of the 

Service for the Insaneò (Verordnung betreffend das Irrenwesen) which had been in force since 

1899 and was modified due to organizational changes in the asylums in Hamburg. The first issue 

concerned the patientsô right to complain, while the second centered on the question of who had 

legal responsibility for the decision to discharge patients from the asylum. The third event 

highlights modifications in the upkeep of the statistical annual register. All three aspects are 

discussed here in some depth because they caused disputes between psychiatrists on the one side, 

and the administration, police, and medical officers on the other, highlighting how resolutely the 

psychiatrists fought for their right to gain absolute control over the asylums in Hamburg and the 

patients. 

 The modification of the right to complain 4.2.1

In 1906 the provincial government of Hamburg designated  Langenhorn as a facility able 

to admit convicted offenders and remand prisoners. As a result, a debate took place within the 

Medical Council regarding patientsô right to complain about both their treatment and the 

conditions in Hamburgôs asylums. The critique of the asylum medical directors (especially the 

director of Langenhorn, Neuberger) illustrates the self-understanding of psychiatrists in Hamburg 

at that time, and underlines the degree to which these psychiatrists cared about ensuring their own 

reach of power outside any kind of control. The fight for this uncontrolled power rose to the 

surface in 1906, and again in the 1920s and 1930s when the question arose whether or not patient 

incapacitation had to be a pre-condition for compulsory hospitalization. 

The right to complain was regulated by paragraph six of the ñMedical Ordinanceò 

(Medizinalordnung) that was instituted in December 1899 and modified in 1904. According to the 

later modification, residents and their relatives had the right to complain to the Commission of the 

Medical Council for the Regulation of the Service for the Insane (Kommission des 

Medizinalkollegiums für das Irrenwesen). The management of the asylum had to provide 
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complainants with the necessary writing utensils to submit their complaint and had to forward 

complaints to the commission, which was composed of representatives from the Senate of 

Hamburg and psychiatrists from Hamburg asylums.
12

 This modification became the focus of a 

long-lasting conflict between the health authorities and the medical directors of Hamburgôs 

asylums. At the end of 1906, Dr. Neuberger argued in his defence that the number of complaints 

had increased since the secured house for ñderanged criminals and lunatics dangerous to public 

safetyò had been inaugurated in November 1905. 

From December 1905 to 20 October 1906 the management of the asylum 

had to forward 40 complaints to the commission of the medical council. Of 

these 40 submissions, 39 derived from a stock of only 50 sick persons, all 

of them accommodated in the secured house. Of the rest of the sick houses 

that are occupied by circ. 600 residents, only one complaint was admitted 

since December 1905. The sick persons appealing from the secured house 

(20) were all, except for one, previously convicted criminals. In looking 

over their records one can find particular sick persons with 28, 22, 20, 16, 

12, 9, 8, 7, 5, 4, 3 etc. reported previous convictions, among them 14 

people who will always need care (Pfleglinge)from the hard labor penal 

facilities (Zuchthaus).
13

 

 

Furthermore, Neuberger argued that in Friedrichsberg between 1900 and 1906, only 

sixty-one complaints were submitted by ñsick persons who had no previous convictions and who 

were not criminals,ò because they want to be discharged earlier and ñthis wish finds enough 

attention by the medical directors of the asylums.ò
14

 Although he described the ñordinary 

Lunaticò as ñless harmfulò as compared to those considered ñcriminal,ò he assumed that all 

mentally ill persons were dangerous and only differed in danger by degree. Criminal lunatics, 

however, were ñpathologically uncritical and inclined to hold the physician responsible for their 

incarceration in the asylum, even though the physicians would be happy if they could discharge 

these lunatics.ò Neuberger believed that these patients used their right to complain to take 

revenge on psychiatrists, hindering patient treatment and perhaps more importantly, weakening 

the position of the psychiatrist. Neuberger summarized his arguments by stating that ñthrough the 

right to complain the correct treatment for the individual sick person is hindered. Rather, frequent 
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excitements and impairments are caused that could have been averted, and the position of the 

physician towards the sick person becomes more difficult because the position of the physician 

will be decreased, which disturbs the work of the physician.ò Neuberger supported his arguments 

by using a former decision of the Higher Regional Court of Hamburg (Hanseatisches 

Oberlandesgericht) from 1888. According to this legal decision, the medical director of the 

asylum decided on all matters concerning the sick person based on what was determined to be 

best for his or her healing process. Only the medical director of the asylum could determine how 

far patientsô rights extended, a conclusion that was based on the sick personôs condition or the 

reasons for his or her incarnation. Neuberger argued that, in the city of Hamburg, the patientôs 

right to complain superseded the medical directorôs control over the patient and hence, 

contradicted the older judicial order. He contended further that sick persons were granted the 

right to complain because of the ñlay publicôsò impression that ñmentally healthy persons could 

be taken to the asylum and be detained there.ò He claimed that this fear was completely 

unfounded because òit could be scientifically demonstrated that a truly healthy personéwas not 

kept in an asylum, but rather, the asylums kept only those persons who were proven to be 

mentally ill.ò
15

 The paper ended with the request to withdraw the right to complain from inmates 

of public asylums. 

Neuberger could not get his ideas entirely accepted, but his argument highlighted several 

important aspects. Although his paper began by rejecting the right of criminal inmates to 

complain, it became obvious that its true aim was to reject this right for all asylum inmates. 

Neubergerôs justification for rejecting these claims revealed his fear over reducing the power of 

the asylumôs medical director. If inmates of the asylum had the right to complain, then the 

absolute will of the medical director was jeopardized because mentally ill persons could not 

assess the damages that they might cause to themselves or their surroundings. Furthermore, 

someone lacking psychiatric knowledge could neither make informed decisions about inmatesô 

complaints nor understand their pathological background. The scientific knowledge that 
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psychiatrists possessed precluded them assigning patients to an asylum if they were not mad, 

implying that only psychiatrists were able to assess the need for asylum care. As well, throughout 

the course of his paper, Neuberger distinguished between different classes of inmates. 

Along with arguing against patientsô right to complain, Neuberger also protested against 

a planned modification of the ñOrdinance concerning the Regulation of Service for the Insaneò 

(Verordnung betreffend das Irrenwesen) regarding the legal authority over patient admissions and 

discharges. Questions regarding this issue would flare up many times during the next twenty-five 

years, and the germ of Neubergerôs arguments would resurface again and again.  

Paragraph thirteen of this draft regulated the discharge of patients from the asylum, with 

section 4 introducing a kind of rubber stamping of decisions to discharge patients who were 

considered incapacitated but whose reasons for admission had been judicially abolished. In these 

cases, according to the draft, these patients should be immediately discharged.
16

 

Regarding Paragraph 13: section 4 has to be omitted. 

Discharging patients because their perceived incapacitation has been 

legally revoked or abolished raises several objections.  Revoking the 

incapacitation of sick persons does not prove that they are mentally stable 

or that treatment in an asylum is not necessary, but only serves to inhibit 

the threat of legal recourse by them. Not every form or every degree of 

mental disturbance qualifies for the label of incapacitation, a designation 

which should only be issued if the sick person is unable to take care of 

legal concerns. The need for treatment or incarceration in an asylum 

cannot be determined by a court order or a refusal to consider patients 

incompetent.
17

 

 

In order to highlight the danger that might arise if decisions on admission and discharge 

were delegated to the legal system, Neuberger narrated a fictitious story about a ñpsychically 

disordered manò whose admission was revoked and who became a major danger to public safety 

outside the asylum. Note the type of mentally ill person Neuberger had in mind: 

I am especially concerned about the degenerative feeble-minded who are 

observed to have less obvious symptoms of mental disorder in the asylum 

but whose pathological incapability comes to the fore once they are left to 

their own resources. Then they demonstrate that they are not able to 

conduct a moral life due to the pathological organisation of their brains.
18
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This last sentence highlights what Neuberger seemed to acknowledge as the real purpose 

of psychiatry ï the appraisal of a ñmoral conduct of life,ò which could only be estimated by an 

expert who possessed the scientific knowledge of psychiatry. The inability to ñconduct a moral 

lifeò was suggested twenty years later by Neubergerôs colleague, Dr. Kankeleit, a psychiatrist 

from Langenhorn who in 1925 published an article ñWhat do the inferiors cost the state?ò (Was 

kosten die Minderwertigen den Staat?). The article dealt primarily with the social Darwinist 

theory of devolution, which would take place through uncontrolled reproduction of ñinferiors,ò 

and he claimed that Germany needed sterilization laws modeled on those in the United States. As 

evidence, he cited the example of one particular family.  

An examination of 709 out of the 834 direct offspring of Ida Jukes, born in 

1740, revealed that 106 were illegitimate, 181 were prostitutes, 142 were 

beggars and vagabonds, 64 were accommodated in poorhouses, and 76 

were criminals (among them 7 murderers). All in all they had served 116 

years of prison, received 784 years public welfare and had cost the state 5 

million Marks for 75 of those years in prison, welfare, and direct damages. 

In the fifth generation all the women were prostitutes and all the men 

criminals.
19

 

 

Neuberger, however, had explicitly mentioned the ñdegenerative feeble mindedò whose 

prominent characteristic centered on the difficulty of determining the pathological disorder from 

which they suffered. Although they might have seemed ñnormalò at some periods of time, over 

time psychiatric experts could unmask their ñabnormality.ò The degenerate thus represented a 

state of abnormality rather than one of illness. Neubergerôs linking of the ñmoral conduct of lifeò 

and the theory of degeneration was no coincidence but rather described the self-concept of 

psychiatry at that time. In his examination of the development of modern psychiatry, historian 

and philosopher Michel Foucault emphasized that the most important part of the theory of 

degeneration was the perception that the ñdegeneratedò person was abnormal. According to him, 

the theory of degeneration provided psychiatry the opportunity to fold any kind of deviance, 

discrepancy, or ñretardationò into a diagnosis of degeneration, allowing for a wide-ranging 

interference in human behaviour. Even more importantly, directly relating deviant behaviour with 
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theory allowed psychiatry to extend its power beyond its traditional focus on curing. The idea of 

incurability had formerly represented a kind of psychiatric horizon, since it defined the effective 

limits of treatment for diseases that had been perceived as essentially curable.  Nevertheless, from 

this moment on, madness appeared to be more the technology of the abnormal, and when the 

status of abnormality was fixed by heredity onto the individual, the project of curing no longer 

made any sense.
20

 Kankeleit made this correlation visible when he argued that, although it would 

be easier and less expensive to ñre-integrate the inferiors as viable members into society,ò the 

power of psychiatry was insufficient to achieve this goal. As he asserted in the case of children, 

ñhowever successful the care, it can only reform but it can never transform inferiors into normal 

humans.ò
21

  

Foucault also argued that as the pathological content of the psychiatric domain 

disappeared, so too did the therapeutic dimension of psychiatry. 

Psychiatry no longer seeks to cure, or in its essence no longer seeks to 

cure. It can offer merely to protect society from being the victim of 

definitive dangers represented by people in abnormal condition (and this 

actually occurs at this time). With the medicalization of the abnormal and 

by dispensing with the ill and the therapeutic, psychiatry can claim for 

itself the simple function of protection and order.
22

 

 

The notion of heredity allowed psychiatry to take on a generalized social defense role and 

at the same time, provided it with the grounds to interfere into the sexuality of the family. 

Psychiatry set itself up as the scientific protector of society, and as it became the science of the 

biological protection of the species, it reached the zenith of its power. This contention of social 

authority helps explain the intense struggle with the legal system during the first thirty years of 

the twentieth century over defining who was considered a danger to society and the need for 

asylum custody. It was on the basis of claims that psychiatryôs role as the general defender of a 

society was being eroded from within that psychiatrists claimed the right to substitute for the 

judiciary. 
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At this point, this psychiatric reasoning introduced the kind of racism that Foucault 

defined as scientific racism of biopolitics (see chapter 3) and which explains why German 

psychiatry functioned so smoothly under Nazism. This racism, which was based on the linkages 

between notions of degeneration and heredity, was a racism against the abnormal ñagainst 

individuals who, as carriers of a condition, a stigmata, or any defect whatsoever, may more or less 

randomly transmit to their heirs the unpredictable consequences of the evil, or rather of the non-

normal, that they carry within them.ò
23

 As already emphasized in the last chapter, this kind of 

racism does not function as prevention or as defence of one group against another, but rather its 

aim is to detect inside a group the elements that may constitute a danger.  

Certainly, there were very quickly a series of interactions between this 

racism and traditional Western, essentially anti-Semitic racism, without, 

however, the two forms ever being coherently or effectively organized 

prior to Nazism. We should not be surprised that German psychiatry 

functioned so spontaneously within Nazism. The new racism specific to 

the twentieth century, this neoracism as the internal means of defense of a 

society against its abnormal individuals, is the child of psychiatry, and 

Nazism did no more than graft this racism onto the ethnic racism that was 

endemic in the nineteenth century.
24

 

 

The self-conception of psychiatry in Hamburg was based on the basic approach that it 

was responsible for the detection of dangerous elements within society and that only the 

psychiatric expert could carry out this important task. Psychiatric discourse enabled relating every 

aspect of abnormal behavior to ideas of heredity and degeneration, as the development of record 

keeping in Langenhorn demonstrates. 

 Entry form to annual statistics at Langenhorn 4.2.2

An analysis of Langenhornôs annual statistics reveals that they became part of the broader 

context, described above, that influenced which aspects of inmates were highlighted in the annual 

report and accordingly, what was noteworthy about them. Among the existing sources from 

Hamburgôs public record office (Staatsarchiv Hamburg) is a folder that contains handwritten and 

typewritten duplications of Langenhornôs annual statistics from 1893 to 1924.  
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These statistics were part of the asylumôs annual reports for the health authority and 

became part of the foundation of yearly statistics collected by the government of the German 

Empire. From the year of its inauguration in 1893 and in the years following, Langenhornôs 

annual report contained a completed data entry form. This printed form was originally just a 

single page subdivided into three parts, and directions indicated that the form had to be completed 

each year by all asylums and was to include the asylumôs name and the province wherein it 

resided. It is noteworthy that this form from the beginning designated Langenhorn as a ñlunatic 

asylum,ò even though until 1899 it was considered a ñcolony for the insane.ò Evidently, the 

government administration did not differentiate between the status of an asylum and a colony 

before that date, suggesting that apparent differences between asylum and colony were artificial 

from the beginning. In reality, no real difference existed between the two. Furthermore, these 

entry forms were signed by the medical director or his representative, indicating that they were 

well aware of the name. In fact, the form did not even permit any other designation, implying that 

from the beginning, Langenhorn was officially counted as an asylum. The second part of the form 

requested general information about admitted patients, including gender and the number of 

inpatient days. The third part of the form, entitled òspecified frequency,ò was designed as a table. 

(See Figure 3 and Table 1) 

The specified frequency table classified Langenhornôs patients into four categories that 

were not, in fact, very selective. Though there seemed to be little purposeful difference between 

the categories, it is interesting to observe that already by 1893, heredity was a decisive criterion to 

sort inmates. How heredity was ñprovenò is evident by analyzing the admission forms, which 

posed questions about the patientôs family history. (See the chapter on the analysis of the 

records.) A proven hereditary defect meant nothing more than a perceived ñabnormalityò in the 

inmateôs family history; this could include a remote relative who drank or who had drawn 

attention because of a criminal offense or other wrongdoing. 
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The basic structure of the annual statistics persisted over the years, although the table 

details were modified somewhat. For example, in 1900, additional institutions were obliged to 

keep annual statistics and this requirement was expanded to include any ñinstitution for mentally 

ill persons, epileptics, idiots, feeble minded persons, and persons with neurological disorders.ò  

This expansion added additional categories by which to classify patients. In 1902, the table listed 

eleven different categories of mental illnesses including hysteria, chorea, tabes, and ñother 

illnesses of the nervous system.ò Furthermore, alcoholism and ñmorphinism and other narcotic 

intoxicationsò were further subdivided into two distinct categories. Langenhorn, however, used 

only the first four categories over the years (those from the 1893 form) to classify inmates. 

 

 

Figure 3: Original diagnostic table with specified frequency for the year 1893.
25
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kind of illness stock on  

January 1 

admission 

during year 

reduction over the year heredity proven in 

the stock at January 

1 and admissions 

during the year 

 male female mal. fem. general through 

death 

mal. fem. total 

 mal. fem. mal. fem.  

1. simple 

mental disorder 

0 0 114 43 7 7 - 1 36 16 52 

2. paralytic 

mental disorder 

0 0 1 - - - - - - - - 

3. mental 

disorder with 

epilepsy, with 

hysterioepilepsy

a 

0 0 9 5 2 - - - 2 2 4 

3. imbecility 

(congenital), 

idiocy, 

cretinism 

0 0 9 4 1 - - - 4 3 7 

4. delirium 

potatorum 

0 0 - - - - - - - - - 

5. not mentally 

ill  

0 0 - - - - - - - - - 

amount 0 0 133 52 10 7 - 1 42 21 63 

Table 1: Translated diagnostic table with specified frequency for the year 1893. 

Nevertheless, the table imposed a relationship between heredity and other factors. In 

1902, it listed not only ñproven heredityò but also the category ñproven alcohol abuse,ò 

suggesting a connection between mental illness, heredity, and alcoholism that did not exist in 

1893. Furthermore, the construction of the table itself made it obvious that the two variables of 

ñheredityò and ñalcoholismò were thought to intersect with one another. Not only were the two 

columns drawn side by side, but the figures were also often entered congruently, giving the 

impression that alcoholism automatically increased the hereditary risk for the inmateôs offspring 

to become mentally ill. Inversely, ñabnormal eventsò in the inmateôs family history were 

considered threats to the inherited traits of inmates, automatically increasing their risk of 

alcoholism. Clearly, the way in which the table was constructed affected the relationship between 

different categories, and consequently how they were perceived. It imposed a range of 

assumptions on the reader who, without any knowledge or understanding of psychiatric scientific 

discourse of the time, could understand that mentally ill persons could be classified into four 
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distinct categories of mental illnesses that were all inheritable (even though their inheritance 

might not yet be ñprovenò in every case) and were connected to alcohol consumption in so far as 

alcoholism might have been the cause for the mental illness, or at least involved in its 

development. Furthermore, the table suggested a relationship between hereditary risk, alcoholism, 

and mental illness through its construction, making something visible that was invisible prior to 

its existence. This ability of annual statistics ï to make certain aspects visible whilst others are 

rendered invisible ï is used extensively in the years to come and is an aspect already discussed in 

the previous chapter on biopolitics and normalisation. 

Further substantiation of this observation can be found in the drafts of these annual 

statistics. These handwritten drafts were also designed as tables but they contained more 

extensive and detailed information than was found in the annual statistics. Each year, a few tables 

were constructed for the male and female wards respectively, where each sick person was listed 

by first and last name, his or her date of birth, and date of admission. Adjacent to each other, the 

next three columns were entitled ñstatistical diagnosis,ò ñpsychiatric diagnosis,ò and ñhereditary 

burden, alcohol abuse.ò The column under statistical diagnoses was further subdivided into 

numerous psychiatric diagnoses. ñSimple mental disorder,ò for example, was broken down in 

1903 into the following diagnoses: dementia praecox, catatonia, paranoia, dementia senile, 

degenerative mental disorder, etc. The next column contained information about alcohol abuse 

and hereditary burden, and ignoring the mutual exclusivity of these factors by combining them 

into one column, strengthened the impression that an interrelation existed between them. At the 

end of the table, the cases were counted according to their statistical categories and were then 

analyzed in relation to hereditary and alcohol abuse. For example, the draft from 1903 counted 

twenty new (male) admissions with the statistical diagnosis of ñsimple mental disorder.ò 

According to the table, four of these admissions had a proven hereditary defect and were 

diagnosed with alcohol abuse. Furthermore, that same year, of the four people who were admitted 

with the statistical diagnosis of ñparalytic mental disorder,ò one had a proven hereditary fault and 
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was coincidentally abusing alcohol. The drafts highlight how interrelations between different 

diagnoses were actively constructed through the manner in which specific information was 

combined. They also pointed out that an enormous amount of work was required to create the 

annual statistical report, since the published tables condensed and displayed complex information 

in such a manner that it could be grasped at a glance. 

This simplified table required several translation steps. First, the information from the 

admission record had to be inserted into the draftôs hand-drawn table. In this first ñsimplificationò 

stage, the patientôs history was reduced to his or her name, place of birth, and a psychological 

diagnosis. Any abnormal events noted were translated into a hereditary burden. Alcohol 

consumption became the potential for ñalcohol abuse.ò  Through this translation process, the 

individual disappeared and became merely one number in the statistical table. Consequently, the 

huge amount of work necessary to create these short tables disappeared; the necessary effort can 

only be guessed at by the size of the drafts, which contained many hand-drawn tables and 

handwritten information. For 1903, for example, the draft comprised more than twenty pages ï 

practically a small booklet. 

The next part of the draft, concerned with the ñreduction in stockò over the year, was 

divided into two distinct tables. The first table addressed the discharged sick persons and was 

designed in exactly the same manner as the admission table. Even here the variables of hereditary 

factors and alcohol abuse were explicitly listed. Nonetheless, the last table in the draft, on the 

deceased inmates of the asylum, is the most interesting, although as the number of deaths rose, 

this table was abandoned. This table is laid out in exactly the same manner as the others except 

for the last column on the patientôs cause of death, which was accompanied by a particular 

diagnosis. Neither the causes for discharge or death were published in the annual statistics; 

however; in a manner similar to the handling of the admission forms, the discharge tables 

followed the same translation process in reducing information to single figures. 
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In 1908, the drafts were more formalised, as the former hand-drawn tables became 

printed forms with formally titled columns. The titles remained the same as those from previous 

years, except for the column entitled ñhereditary burden, alcohol,ò which was subsequently 

modified to either ñable to work or bedridden.ò To indicate that a patient was hereditarily tainted 

or abused alcohol, the capital letters ñHò (for hereditas) or ñAò (for alcoholism) were used. The 

table was further enlarged through two additional hand-drawn columns, one for ñcommitted by 

the police, transferred from Fuhlsbüttel (the jail house of Hamburg) for observation,ò and the 

other for ñwith criminal record of imprisonment or forced labour penalty.ò These alterations 

corresponded to the previously noted change in 1904 that allowed Langenhorn to directly admit 

prisoners from Hamburgôs penitentiary. The increased complexity of the table allowed for more 

correlation of diverse factors. In the case of Anna Magdalena, for example, the statistical 

diagnosis of ñsimple mental disorderò was transformed into the psychiatric diagnosis of 

ñdementia praecox.ò  According to the table, she was hereditarily tainted because her ñfather was 

a drunkard;ò as a result, she was not able to work but she was not bedridden. Friedrich Wilhelm 

had a statistical diagnosis of ñsimple mental disorder,ò but his psychiatric diagnosis marked him 

with ñdegenerative feeblemindedness,ò and the insertion of an A and H demonstrated that he was 

considered both an alcoholic and hereditarily tainted. Unlike Anna, he was able to work and was 

committed by the police (or came through the jail of Fuhlsbüttel). This information had a huge 

impact on the narrative of patientsô situations and prognoses, because it enabled editing and 

summarizing particular aspects of a person without knowing any details about them, 

demonstrating once again how a table constructed specific correlations and functioned as a 

statement. Even more importantly, the categories used in this 1908 table were similar to those 

used thirty-one years later under the Nazi regime as ñreport sheetsò (Meldebogen T4) for the 

systematic recording of mentally ill persons. The tables regarding the discharged patients and 

those deceased did not undergo any modifications during these years; the cause of death was still 

noted and the deceasedôs names were listed. 
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A further, albeit short-lived modification to these tables illustrated the ongoing efforts to 

compress and codify patient information. In 1909, the column entitled ñable to work or 

bedriddenò became a distinct category. The two columns introduced earlier regarding the 

patientsô criminal records were abandoned, and in their place the category ñable to workò was 

differentiated into the four discrete columns of ñable to work,ò ñable to work at all,ò ñbedridden,ò 

and ñcan occasionally be occupied.ò Coded with small letters from ñaò to ñd,ò the state of the 

patient could thus be represented by a combination of letters and figures. For example, Albert 

Reinhard Gustav was coded as H2A2c, which is to say that he was diagnosed as ñparalyticò 

(represented by the figure 2, because ñparalysisò was the second diagnosis in the list of diagnoses 

in the annual statistics), hereditarily tainted (represented by the capital letter H), alcohol addicted 

(represented by the capital letter A), and bedridden (represented by the small letter c). This 

combination of letters and figures presented complex information about a patient in a succinct 

manner, and even though this system of compressed information did not outlast the year 1909, it 

nevertheless highlighted enduring efforts to compress information into the smallest units 

possible.
26

 (See Figure 4). 1909 was also the first year that the patientôs cause of death was no 

longer differentiated. Only the names and the statistical diagnoses of the deceased were listed 

thereafter. 

The analysis thus far has suggested that important patient information was compressed 

into a format that retained the most data in a minimal amount of space. After 1914, however, a 

further modification left deceased patients unnamed and anonymous. This change occurred at 

precisely the moment when the number of deaths began to rise dramatically, due more or less to 

the intentional starvation of sick persons in German asylums during the First World War. Even 

though a direct correlation between this change in bookeeping and the murder of sick persons 

cannot be explicitly proven, it is noteworthy that all records concerning the increase in mortality 

rate in Langenhorn from 1913-1917 were oddly incomplete. Furthermore, by omitting the 
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individual names of victims, the patients lost their identity and could not be grieved for. It is as if 

they were reduced to a single figure; the dead lost their status as individualised dead. 

 

Figure 4: Original printed form with handwritten modifications.
27

 

Although the statistical table was resumed in its initial form in the 1920s, it never became 

as detailed as in the years between 1893 and 1908. The patients were individually listed with their 

names, but neither their ability to work nor a differentiation between statistical and psychological 

diagnoses was resumed. Even the causes of death were never again listed after the war.  
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4.3 The First Wave: Killing Sick Persons Through Starvation 

From 1910 to 1914, a third enlargement of Langenhorn took place with the bed capacity 

increased to 2000. This enlargement was again justified due to overcrowding at Friedrichsberg 

and to the steady increase in the number of mentally ill persons needing admission, which was 

again blamed on the facilityôs proximity to the city.
28

 At that time, the idea evolved that a third 

asylum should be built near Langenhorn. In a letter from 10 February 1910 to the mayor of 

Hamburg, Dr. Schrºder, Neuberger cautioned against building ñopen houses.ò  He warned that 

the type of sick people who must be ñsupervised more or less intensely or that are not fit for less 

secured housing accommodationsò were estimated to make up the majority of the future patient 

population.ò
29

 Neuberger further claimed that the planned new asylum should contain at least four 

pavilions, each one with thirty to thirty-five beds for class III patients who were mostly clerks and 

civil servants (Büroangestellte). These four pavilions, he wrote, should be divided into ñtwo for 

males and two for females. On each side, one pavilion would be assigned to secure ñPfleglinge
1
,ò 

those who required continuous care and were in need of monitoring, whereas each side of the II. 

hospital [Langenhorn] would accommodate the more harmless and sick persons eligible for a 

freer therapy.ò
30

 

As Neubergerôs letter suggested, the grounds of Langenhorn were subdivided by a road 

with each side segregated by sex. Asylum construction was a technology of individualization and 

physical control, with the focus on the patient as an object of control rather than on having a 

disease amenable to therapy. One suspects that debates over restraint were not so much 

arguments between promoters of restraint and non-restraint but were more concerned with the 

mechanism (mechanical or architectural) best suited to the psychiatric practice of rationality. 

                                                      
1
 The German term ñPfleglingò is difficult to translate into English. It is a term that is no longer in use in 

Germany. The term could approximately be translated as ñcare dependent sick personòbut the German term 

implies a normative dimension because it reduces the care receiver to someone who will depend on care 

provided by others for his or her whole life. This term was only used in administrational records and in 

publications and thereby automatically connected to economic considerations, because someone who 

depends on care is an economic burden. In this study the translation ócare dependent sick personô is used as 

translation. 
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Debates in Hamburg over this issue were no different from other European countries.
31

 The desire 

for control and segregation was a central mechanism behind asylum construction; Langenhorn 

was a disciplinary space. However, architectural organization also expressed a distinct division of 

labour, since space within the asylum was distributed in accordance with a hierarchy of labour; 

volume and status overlapped to ensure that those who inhabited the higher echelons of the 

disciplinary apparatus obtained the largest amount of space.  As sociologist Lindsay Prior has 

argued, ñthe greatest amount of space is assigned to the supervisors, less to the keepers, yet still 

less to the menial functionaries. It is an architecture of social hierarchy which echoes throughout 

the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, and serves to underpin the strict division of tasks which 

define modern medical practice.ò
32

 

 

Figure 5: Aerial photography of Langenhorn around 1925.
33

 

The onset of the First World War prevented any expansion at Langenhorn, nor was a 

third asylum ever built. A 1913 tally of all people living and working in the asylum demonstrated 

that 10 psychiatrists, 34 clerks, 3 nurses, 341 guards (211 males and 130 females), and 181 

supervisors, workers and mechanics attended to the needs of 1809 inmates.
34

 This breakdown 

meant that each psychiatrist supervised approximately 180 inmates and each nurse approximately 

603 inmates ï though supported by 344 guards ï which left each guard responsible for 
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approximately 5 inmates. According to this bed capacity, Langenhorn exceeded the size of 

Friedrichsberg. 

 

Figure 6: General plan of the asylum of Langenhorn, c.1925. Explanation: Left: menôs side (Männerseite); 

Right: womenôs side (Frauenseite) 1) Houses for mentally ill patients, 2) Halls for tuberculosis treatment, 

3) X-ray, 4) Nursing school, 5) Emergency room and pharmacy, 6) Administrative building, 7) house for 

social and religious events, 8) kitchen building, 9) warehouse, 10) laundry, 11) workshop, 12) houses for 

occupational therapy, 13) machine house, 14) coal storage, 15) well houses, 16) water towers, 17) 

bathhouse, 18) disinfection house, 19) workshop, 20) stables, 21) slaughterhouse, 22) cold storage house, 

23) barn, 24) cart scale, 25) warehouse for agricultural machines, 26) warehouse, 27) bowling alley, 28) 

greenhouses, 29) morgue, 30) guard houses, 31) gatehouse, 32) residence of the medical director, 33) 

residence of the administrative director, 34) residences for senior physicians and ward physicians, 35) 

residences for civil servants and clerks.
35
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During the First World War, many of the male personnel were called up to war service. 

At the end of 1914, 8 physicians and 282 civil servants and staff, including 179 guards and chief 

warders, had been drafted.  Two years later most of the guards had gone. At this time, since 

almost 2000 patients were accommodated in Langenhorn, temporary staff was engaged and 

tradesmen took over the duties of the guards and nurses. Regardless of temporary staff hires, the 

quarterly report from October 1917 mentioned that no guards were available to monitor the 

secured houses.
36

 

With the beginning of the war in August 1914, all development had stopped at the 

Langenhorn asylum, and the proposed fourth enlargement was abandoned. At the outbreak of 

war, Langenhorn had more than 1800 patients but only 1300 remained at the end. Incomplete 

statistical records reveal the reason for this decline. Shortly before war broke out, approximately 

one hundred patients per year died in the asylum. This number nearly doubled in 1916 and nearly 

quintupled one year later.
37

 The increasing mortality rate was the result of a catastrophic lack of 

supplies during wartime, which plagued Langenhorn as well as other asylums in the German 

Reich where hospitalized mentally ill patients became victims of a prolonged starvation.
38

 In his 

function as the medical director of Langenhorn, Neuberger wrote a striking letter to Mayor 

Schröder on 5 June 1917 in which he pointed out that ñwe imposed such severe restrictions on the 

nutrition of sick persons and personnel that now we have achieved a limit beyond which we 

cannot go without considerable damage to the inmates of the asylum. The body weight of the 

patients has continuously and exceedingly diminished.ò
39

 Neuberger wrote his letter more than 

four years after the mass mortality began, and thus this protest seems comparatively gentle given 

the extent of the starvation in Langenhorn. Furthermore, quarterly reports from Langenhorn to the 

hospital council gave the impression that the mass deaths occurring in the asylum were not as 

alarming as believed. Neuberger had earlier written that 

The general regulations regarding the reduction in food rations for the 

individual sick person, especially for men, have resulted in a more or less 

decrease in weight that is quite remarkable, nevertheless, one could not say 
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that this weight loss is, in general, especially considerable. It does not 

appear to be more than the weight loss that occurs in civilians living under 

the same conditions outside the asylum. We make sure that by cooking a 

combination of potatoes and cabbage, turnips or roots, along with the 

permitted amount of meat, that the sick persons at least receive a filling 

portion food at lunchtime é Even though here and there some sick 

persons, especially those who were well known as big eaters, complain 

about too small portions, one has to emphasize that, in general, conditions 

due to the war are accounted for in an understanding manner and that even 

though the food rations are significantly reduced during war time, many 

patients are content.
40

 

 

Considering that in the first quarter of 1917 the death toll of patients who died from 

starvation exceeded that of the entire year of 1913, this letter makes a mockery of the conditions 

that they had to endure. Not wanting to alert the health authorities to this shocking phenomenon, 

Neuberger manipulated his statistics. Although he mentioned the increasing number of asylum 

deaths in the quarterly report of 14 April 1917, he compared the body count only from the first 

three months of the years spanning 1914 to 1917: thirty-two in 1914, twenty-seven in 1915; forty 

in 1916, and ninety-nine in 1917. These flawed reference points ï especially since the mortality 

rate had already begun to increase in 1914 ï played down the extent of starvation in Langenhorn. 

Even though the patient death rate was accelerating in 1917, in his 12 July quarterly report of that 

year Neuberger wrote that ñrecently the health status of the sick persons has become better. In an 

annual medical report that I received from the Provinzial-Heil-und Pflegeanstalt Kreuzburg O.-S. 

[another German asylum] I found a notice stating that the number of deaths in 1916 had doubled 

over 1915, due to the reduced food conditions. In Langenhorn, we counted 158 deaths and in 

1916, we had [only] 208.ò
41

  

The increasing deaths of Langenhorn patients were further trivialized by comparing them 

to another asylum, which had nothing to do with Langenhorn. By referencing the degree of 

severity in this other asylum, the mass starvation of sick persons in Langenhorn appeared more 

moderate. In this situation as well, Neuberger used the years 1915 and 1916 as a comparison, 

withholding the fact that the number of deaths increased fivefold compared to 1913.  
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As previously highlighted, the manner in which the annual statistics were handled during 

wartime suggests that the reasons for the mass mortality rate were covered up. Recorded causes 

of death only add to this evidence. To a large extent, those who died of starvation were officially 

classified as dying from cardiac insufficiency. The striking increase in numbers of dead persons 

from this diagnosis occasioned the health authority (Medizinalamt) to ask officials at Langenhorn 

if this phenomenon could be explained by undernourishment. As they answered, ñin such similar 

cases that can be conceived as due to undernourishment, we specified the cause of death as due to 

cardiac insufficiency.ò
42

 

It is important to note that these strategies in dealing with the more or less intended 

assassinations of sick persons are exactly the same methods employed in a systematic manner 

during the Nazi regime. The asylums in Hamburg were inspected every year by the Commission 

for the Regulation of the Service for the Insane (Kommission für das Irrenwesen), which provided 

an annual report about the situation in Langenhorn. Each year the Commission had no 

complaints; the increasing number of deaths received no mention.
43

 Furthermore, psychiatrists of 

the Weimar Republic appeared to agree on the results of starvation in German asylums from 1914 

to 1918: ñsituations exist, in which the weal and woe of the stronger may override the right to live 

of the feeble,ò was their response.
44

 That these events had a decisive impact later is highlighted 

by the fact that the ñEuthanasia plannerò of the Nazi regime twenty years later referred to these 

incidents. Dr. Rautenberg, head of Hamburgôs main health authority (Hauptgesundheitsamt) 

under the Nazis, referred to these events during the legal proceedings against him regarding his 

involvement in euthanasia actions. ñThe first time I heard about euthanasia endeavours was at the 

end of the First World War, when the food situation became disastrous after the serious years of 

war while the asylums were full of mentally ill persons. At that time the question was raised ï an 

unworthy life is an unnecessary eater.ò
45

 

From 1914 to 1919 the number of inmates decreased in Langenhorn and Friederichsberg 

by approximately forty percent and thirty-five percent, respectively. Since only 1305 patients 
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remained in Langenhorn
46

, the decrease in numbers enabled the first large conversion of 

psychiatric beds into space for the treatment of physical illnesses. The freed-up beds were used 

for the treatment of tuberculosis, and at this point, the asylum was renamed the Public Hospital 

Langenhorn (Staatskrankenanstalt). Using the asylum as a pulmonary sanatorium, however, 

lasted only twelve and a half years. 

Not until the years 1927/28 did the occupancy rate regain the scale of the pre-war years 

with a total of 1846 psychiatric patients. Once again, talk developed in Hamburg about the 

overcrowding of public asylums. By 1925, two position papers from Langenhorn and 

Friedrichsberg had alerted the health authority that the situation in both hospitals had become 

unsustainable. Both of the medical directors at Langenhorn and Friedrichsberg argued that the 

number of patients forced not only quantitative changes in the asylums, but also qualitative 

changes due to an increase in the severity of mental illnesses observed. The number of 

surveillance rooms in Friedrichsberg exceeded the number of those offered in any other German 

asylum. According to the authors, the number of chronically ill patients had increased and 

developing therapeutic treatments, especially inoculation therapies, necessitated a more intensive 

observation of the patients. Underlying these complaints was the implicit suggestion that asylum 

space should be alleviated by transferring chronically ill patients to other facilities.
47

 On 20 

October 1926, Dr. Gerhard Schäfer, medical director of Langenhorn, proposed a modification of 

the penal code to allow for specific facilities that were half way between psychiatric asylums and 

prisons in order to accommodate especially those inmates deemed to have diminished 

capabilities. He named these institutions ñinter-institutionsò (Zwischenanstalten) é [which did 

not necessarily need] to be accommodated in new construction. A portion of mentally inferiors é 

resides in psychiatric asylums [but] a much larger segment can be found in prisons. I suggest 

designating and installing specific small prisons or independent parts of bigger prisons to be used 

exclusively as ñinter-institutions.ò
48
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Schªferôs petition demonstrated that Hamburgôs psychiatrists had begun very early on to 

differentiate between cases that should be kept in facilities with a more ñprison likeò character as 

opposed to those more like hospitals.  This distinction enabled psychiatrists to transfer patients 

according to such criteria as their potential danger to society, their ability to work, and the chronic 

nature of their illness. 

The health authorities adopted parts of this proposed strategy, but instead of constructing 

a third asylum in Hamburg, they decided to discharge patients deemed chronically ill from 

Langenhorn to a network of other asylums outside the city. The Lippischen Heilanstalt 

Lindenhaus, for example, agreed to accommodate sixty to sixty-five patients, and the city of 

Lübeck received budgetary funds to build houses in Heilanstalt Strecknitz, which would 

accommodate 400 psychiatric patients from Hamburg.
49

 

Psychiatrists determined clear criteria that dictated the kind of patients to be transferred 

to these external facilities.  Langenhornôs medical director highlighted the reasoning behind the 

transfers in a letter initiated by a fatherôs complaint to the health authority of Hamburg over his 

daughterôs transfer to Strecknitz and his subsequent request to relocate her back to Langenhorn. 

To explain his actions, the medical director wrote that 

The pat.[patient] was treated here [in Langenhorn] for schizophrenia from 

2.8.1930 to 26.8.1937 and then transferred to Strecknitz/Lübeck. With 

short interruptions, this sick person has demonstrated throughout the years 

a completely catatonic disorder often accompanied by severe agitation, 

which was the reason why she had to be kept in an isolation room most of 

the time. The mother of the sick person was treated here for a long time for 

the same condition and was then discharged as reformed. Because we have 

had numerous referrals from Friedrichsberg, room had to be made and 

therefore even patients with good family support have to be transferred. 

Sick persons who rarely receive visits or no visits at all were already 

transferred long ago.
50

 

 

This short excerpt demonstrates that the criteria for the transfers to Strecknitz were the 

same as those employed by the Nazi administration during ñAktion T4.ò One criterion for transfer 

depended on the chronic nature of the illness, with the assumption that patients were incurable 

and needed extended care. This distinction between ñhopelessò and curable cases was an integral 
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part of psychiatric practice, including that at Langenhorn. In 1931, a specific department with 400 

beds was established there to accommodate ñcare dependentò sick persons. This department 

required lower hospital and nursing charges and alleviated other overcrowded welfare institutions 

in Hamburg by admitting their patients as well. Another criterion was the frequency of visits to a 

patient. The fact that sick persons who did not receive any visits were already transferred long 

ago illuminates a routine procedure that had existed for years, and therefore was not invented by 

the Nazis. 

During this period, many facilities for the mentally ill were involved in transferring 

hundreds of patients to other facilities. The manner in which these transports were organized 

foreshadows the way transfers took place during the Nazi regime. For example, Langenhorn 

received a group of displaced patients from Farmsen, a welfare institution. When the medical 

director complained about the condition in which some of these patients arrived, Farmsenôs 

director replied that 

During the quick transfer of 230 inmates from Farmsen to Langenhorn, 

Farmsen was in a difficult situation. The inmates wanted to stay in their 

familiar environment and expressed their aversion by protest actions, states 

of excitation, and attempts to escape. Therefore, it was necessary to 

smoothly evacuate the number of inmates requested by Langenhorn é 

Even in the male group, a certain number were informed at the last minute 

about their transfer and therefore could not accordingly be treated é In 

order to relieve their anxiety, inmates suffering from a disease that drove 

them to collect things were allowed to collect and keep their so-called 

property.
51

 

 

I suggest that this evidence conflicts with earlier research that assumed large patient 

transfers took place only after the closure of Friedrichsberg in 1934.
52

 Furthermore, it clearly 

highlights the fact that these transfers, a strategy adopted by the Nazi administration, were more 

or less hidden from patients and their families as early as 1932.  Long before the Nazis came to 

power a sophisticated selection system was already in place in Hamburg.  From early on, a 

hierarchical system of institutions had enabled the dispersion of psychiatric patients according to 

their perceived prospects for cure, their tendency to become dangerous, and their ability to work, 
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etc ï an organizational structure that was further developed and refined in the years to come.  

Since only Friedrichsberg undertook any therapeutic treatment, only patients believed curable 

remained there.  Patients considered incurable were sent to Langenhorn, and if considered a 

hopeless case, were kept in the care-dependent department or further transferred to external 

facilities. 

However, the transfer process initiated great controversy around who held responsibility 

for deciding which patients were to be admitted to asylums. In order to reduce the numbers of 

admissions in general, a welfare administration attempted to enforce a stricter admission 

procedure under the guidance of a medical officer in the years 1931 and 1932. This procedure 

was called ñcombing out,ò (Auskämmen),
53

 a method decisively rejected by the then medical 

director of Friedrichsberg, Prof. Dr. Wilhelm Weygandt. He especially protested against the idea 

that medical officers and the police should decide whether or not patients were a proven danger to 

public safety, a precondition for compulsory admission. According to Weygandt, only the 

psychiatrist in the asylum was able to detect the patientôs delirium and it was only within the 

asylum that the mentally ill person would display all of the symptoms to help determine his or her 

level of danger to public safety. He argued that the current approach to proving the danger of 

patients prior to their admission had resulted in serious consequences and casualties: ñOne lunatic 

whose admission was delayed because his danger to the public had yet to be proven, indeed 

proved his danger by assassinating his family.ò
54

  

Although he believed that all mentally ill persons were potentially dangerous, Weygandt 

nevertheless maintained that only the psychiatrist was able to make this determination. He also 

rejected the idea that asylum administrators should encourage families of mentally ill persons to 

support their ñharmlessò maniac members as long as possible in order to reduce the stress on the 

asylums, stating that next of kin, as ñinferiors,ò were unable to estimate the real magnitude of the 

illness. ñThe idea of influencing the next of kin to keep the harmless sick person in the family 

means to act in a medically irresponsible manner. Most of the family members are wrongly 
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convinced of the harmlessness of their patient family member and one has to continuously 

convince them not to take them carelessly out of the asylum.ò
55

  

The medical director of Friedrichsberg advocated for the central position of the 

psychiatrist within the welfare system. In 1923, he had already complained in a letter to the health 

authority about ñsweetheart reportsò issued by general practitioners who wanted to preserve the 

right to admit to the asylum, and affirmed that these medical officers did not have the appropriate 

knowledge to make these kinds of decisions.
56

 However, the regulations of the ñOrdinance 

concerning the Regulation of the Service for the Insaneò from 1900 remained in effect. Mentally 

ill persons who became disruptive could be admitted directly to an asylum by the police and the 

police then had to initiate a subsequent examination by a medical officer to approve the 

admission. 

The controversy about the legal responsibility for admission to an asylum and the 

duration of hospitalization was once again taken up in 1934 because of a specific case about a 

compulsory admission to Friedrichsberg. The debate centred on whether or not patients needed a 

legal designation of incapacitation before being admitted to the asylum, with the implication that 

they could be automatically discharged, thus bypassing the need for the decision of a medical 

expert, if this judgment was overruled. As described earlier, this same controversy had taken 

place around the year 1906, and, as had been feared before, the medical director perceived that 

this legal requirement would infringe on the right of psychiatrists to decide what was best for 

their patients irrespective of their legal status. ñThe question of whether a sick person can be 

discharged from the asylum is in many cases a question of subjective estimation ï a so-called 

relative indicationéOnly the expert physician is able to decide; he can demand that the necessary 

confidence is given to him.ò
57

  

However, psychiatric claim to authority over admissions and discharges was finally 

legalized on 21 February 1934, when the Nazi administration modified the previous ordinance by 
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eliminating the commitment that every admission had to be reviewed by a medical officer. In the 

end, the psychiatrists had achieved their goal. 

Historian and philosopher Robert Castel has analysed this long-lasting dispute, ostensibly 

about the development of psychiatry as a ñpolitical science,ò for France. He argued that this kind 

of power 

constituted an assault upon the principle of the separation of powers. There 

was no longer, on one side, the administration, the transmission belt of the 

executive power and guardian of public order, and on the other, the 

magistracy, the guarantor of liberties because it possessed a monopoly of 

the decisions that could suspend that guarantee. A third power, the medical 

one, was legitimized and ensured a new balance between the two others. 

The sacredness of the principles of law gave way before the practical 

rationality that was presented by expertise.
58

 

 

Nonetheless, at a meeting of 29 April 1932 attended by all medical and administrative 

directors of Hamburgôs psychiatric asylums, Hamburgôs medical officer, and the senator of the 

health authority, administrative director Kressin, emphasized that admissions to Hamburgôs 

asylums had diminished continuously. In 1929, 2653 people had been admitted to the asylums 

while 2543 had been discharged or died in the same period, giving in absolute numbers an 

increase of only 110 persons. Over the next two years, the total number of admissions declined 

over each previous yearôs admissions by 232 in 1930 and by 513 in 1931. Furthermore, in 1931, 

the discharges and deaths outnumbered the admissions by approximately 65 persons.
59

 

Years Discharges 

(absolute 

numbers) 

Percent 

(discharges 

compared to 

admissions) 

Cases of death 

(absolute 

numbers) 

Percent (cases of 

death compared 

to admissions) 

1929 2229 84% 314 11.9% 

1930 2155 89% 320 13.3% 

1931 1702 90% 254 13.4% 

Table 2: Statistical calculation of admissions, discharges, and cases of death presented by administrational 

director Kressin, April 1932.
 60
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These percentages are suggestive, especially when viewed against the backdrop of the 

events during and after the First World War.  As the number of admissions had decreased, the 

percentage rate of discharges had increased, and more importantly, the percentage of deaths was 

also rising in the same time period. Nevertheless, in the same meeting, medical officer Dr. Holm 

suggested that it might be possible, by further ñcombing outò less serious cases, to shut down one 

asylum. This idea was realized a few years later. It was also emphasized that Langenhorn had 

generated a financial surplus of 5% in 1931. 

 

4.4 Langenhorn, 1933 to 1939 

The years after the takeover of the Nazi regime were characterized by a dramatic increase 

in the number of psychiatric beds crammed into the same asylum space. Two events aggravated 

the situation for Langenhorn: the closure of Friedrichsberg and the revision of the Greater 

Hamburg Act (Groß-Hamburg-Gesetz). 

 The closure of Friedrichsberg 4.4.1

In 1934/35, the psychiatric asylum of Friedrichsberg was closed down, a decision based 

on economic grounds. Patients were to be distributed among Langenhorn, Strecknitz, and a new 

asylum to be built, the Clinic for Psychiatric and Nervous Diseases at Eppendorf (Psychiatrische 

und Nervenklinik Eppendorf). In Langenhorn, a hutment [a kind of barracks] was to be erected to 

accommodate the transferred patients from Friedrichsberg. Most historians have emphasized the 

economic dimension of the so-called Friedrichsberg-Langenhorn Plan,
61

 but there is another 

interesting aspect to this restructuring of Hamburgôs asylums. On 7 October 1934, the Provincial 

State Government of Hamburg had declared that 

curable sick persons shall be provided with the utmost medical care.  

Incurable sick persons shall be kept in custody and their medical support 

should be reduced to a justifiable minimum. Physicians will not engage 

with this group inside the framework of the proposed university hospital, 

nor should these patients be used for scientific research since that will 

increase the cost of their care.
62
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At this time, the Nazi administration officially legalized the already established practice 

of selectively sorting patients into different categories. Fourteen days later, the Provincial State 

Government decided to reduce the number of patients in Langenhorn in order to economize on 

the planned barracks. The result of this restructuring was that Langenhorn was described even by 

the Senator of Health, Martin Ofterdinger, as a ñmadhouse,ò since the most severe cases were 

transferred there.
63

 

 Hamburgôs medical fraternity board and the question of sterilization 4.4.2

On 8 March 1933 the Nazi Senate in Hamburg was legally established, a change of power 

that had signficant consequences for Hamburgôs health policy and especially for the inmates in 

the asylums. As already mentioned, the ñOrdinance concerning the Regulation of the Service for 

the Insaneò was modified in 1934. A year before this event, the Federal Government in Berlin had 

adopted two fundamental laws: the ñLaw for the Prevention of Genetically Diseased Offspringò 

(Gesetz zur Verhütung erbkranken Nachwuchses) or the ñSterilization Lawò (14 July 1933) and 

the ñLaw against Dangerous Habitual Criminals and their Restriction Orderò (Gesetz gegen 

gefährliche Gewohnheitsverbrecher und über Maßregeln der Sicherung und Besserung) (24 

November 1933). The former became effective at the beginning of January 1934; the latter had 

been in place since November 1933. Both laws were connected through their concern with 

genetics and the certain assumption that criminality was genetically determined.  

Hamburgôs medical fraternity broadly supported the sterilization law of July 1933.
64

 Even 

ten years prior to the Nazi takeover of power and the enactment of this law, Hamburgôs health 

authority had distributed a questionnaire to all asylums, nursing homes, and schools for mentally 

or physically handicapped children in the city. The goal of the questionnaire was to assess the 

thinking about sterilizing specific residents in these institutions. Among other things, it asked if 

sterilization based on eugenic considerations was already taking place and tried to elicit public 

opinion on this issue. Friedrichsberg denied that people were already sterilized in Hamburg but, at 

the same time, gave a differentiated list of those people whom the medical directors had already 
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sterilized: ñ15 epileptics, 30 feeble minded, 5 idiots.ò
65

 After the law was passed, Schäfer, 

Langenhornôs medical director, provided detailed instructions on how to overcome resistance 

against sterilization from both mentally ill people and their family members.
66

  

 The revision of the Greater-Hamburg Act 4.4.3

Through the revision of the Greater Hamburg Act (Gross-Hamburg-Gesetz), densely 

populated town areas became part of the administrative district of Hamburg and thus Langenhorn 

came within the districtôs catchment area. Two other asylums in cities near Hamburg, L¿neburg, 

and Neustadt also became part of the district.  All three institutions played an important role as 

intermediate asylums during the time of the ñeuthanasiaò action under the Nazi regime. 

Langenhorn was renamed a Treatment and Nursing facility (Heil-und Pflegeanstalt) in 1938, 

belying its future use. 

 

4.5 Langenhorn, 1939 to 1945 

From 1939 on, Langenhorn became the interim ñstorage facilityò for all Jewish patients 

in Schleswig-Holstein and Hamburg and the starting point of their deportation elsewhere. 

Although a so-called childrenôs special ward (Kinderfachabteilung) was established during these 

years, the asylum otherwise functioned as an admission, interim, and distribution institution from 

which inmates were transported to various other asylums. Although the number of beds in 

Langenhorn was reduced by half in these years, the number of treatments was reduced only by 

approximately a third, meaning that more patients were cycling through the same number of 

beds.
67

 The number of admissions and discharges for the year 1944 resembled those from 1931; 

at this time, when Langenhorn had 1220 beds available, 1321 patients were admitted, with 1147 

being discharged or transferred and 497 dying. Despite the high number of admissions, the 

occupancy rate decreased.
68

 Nor were the nurses outnumbered: an estimated nurse to patient 

ration in the years 1944/45 is 1 to 3.7.
69

 According to the statistical analysis of medical historian 

Michael Wunder, transports of patients were put together during the war years and sent off; the 
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table below (Table 3) compares the absolute number of transports in relation to the number of 

treatments to derive the deportation rate.  
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Year deported pat. 

1939* 04.72% 

1940 05.50% 

1941 33.39% 

1942 11.75% 

1943 33.55% 

1944 12.67% 

1945** 01.97% 

Table 3: Deportation from Langenhorn 1 September 1939* to May 1945**
70 

The heyday years of deportation were 1941 and 1943. Under Aktion T4, in 1941 the 

central medical commission required a report sheet on ñeuthanasiaò (Meldebogen-Euthanasie) 

from every asylum within the German Reich. That deportations were taking place before the 

required use of the report sheet strengthens the evidence that selections and transports were 

already part of the practice at Langenhorn long before the Nazi regime. For example, all of the 

Jewish patients were deported and killed in 1940. As could be expected, the evacuation rate 

declined in 1942 because at this time the central office in Berlin was reorganized and the Aktion 

T4 was terminated.  However, because the year 1943 in Hamburg was characterized not only by 

nights of bombings but also by the process of changing the largest number of psychiatric beds 

into acute care treatment beds in Langenhorn, the deportations continued and even intensified.  

As Wunder has demonstrated in his research, selections and transfers of patients were integrated 

into Langenhornôs everyday routine. 

The total number of patients transferred from Hamburg during these years amounted to 

4600.  Only two transports took place in the city without the involvement of Langenhorn, and 

thus, the total number of transferred patients from Langenhorn was 3848. However, even though 

a large number of patients were transferred elsewhere, the death rate in Langenhorn alone 

remained astonishingly high. If the number of treatments is related to the absolute number of 

deaths, the following mortality rates evolve.
71
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Year Deaths 

1939 05.73% 

1940 05.79% 

1941 07.56% 

1942 12.49% 

1943 10.36% 

1944 17.74% 

1945 20.53% 

Table 4: Mortality rates in Langenhorn between 1939 and 1945.
72 

At the 1960sô war crimes tribunal in Hamburg, the Polish court-appointed expert Jozef 

Radzicki issued a report for the prosecution in which he assumed that an annual mortality rate of 

4 percent in the asylums during the pre-war years was considered normal. An increase of 

mortality to 8 percent could be perceived as average to normal during wartime itself. Any 

mortality rate beyond this limit must be evaluated as intentionally caused and precipitated.
73

 

Based on the above calculations, the annual mortality rates from 1942 onward were above 10 

percent and as such, could be considered abnormal. However, if the mortality rate was already 

elevated in the interwar years, as I have suggested, then the scope of these crimes seems even 

larger, because the calculation base of Radzickiôs report was already biased. This suspicion is also 

supported by the research of historians Ingo Harms and Heinz Faulstich.
74

 

Evidence also exists to support the contention that the killing of sick persons continued in 

Langenhorn after the end of the Second World War, even though no exact number of treatments 

exists from 1946 on. Asylum statistics reveal that 553 patients died in 1946 and 371 in 1947, 

indicating that many deaths continued after the end of the war.
75
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4.6 The Role of Nurses in Selecting Patients for Tranfer 

Nurses, especially head nurses (Oberpfleger), played an important role in selecting 

patients for transfer. They compiled the proposed lists that were then countersigned by the 

psychiatrists, a procedure verified by the comments given after the war by surviving patient ñW.ò 

He also believed that nurses chose patients that ñthey wanted to get rid of.ò
76

 Dr. Saupe, senior 

physician in Langenhorn during the Nazi regime, described the selection process in his testimony 

at the tribunal as follows: ñIt is not that the most severe cases were transferred outward. On the 

contrary, only those patients who were physically healthy enough to withstand the transports, and 

patients whose next of kin did not live in the immediate proximity, were selected; bedridden 

patients were not at all transferred outward.
77

 Nurse Heinrich Roßburg also testified in 1946 that 

nurses had their own criteria for selecting patients for different places. ñThe selection of the 

patients was done by the head nurses and the physicians examined the cases. The head nurses 

naturally attached great weight to the fact that the so-called good worker, whom we could use 

here, preferably stayed here.ò  This procedure was further confirmed by the testimony of Dr. 

Knigge, medical director of Langenhorn during the Second World War, in his 1946 defence. If a 

transport was planned, the ñhospital administration compiled a list of patients hand in hand with 

the head nurses and the superintendents.ò
78

 

Because financial reasons often dictated that asylum personnel carry out the 

transportation of patients themselves, numerous nurses therefore came in contact with 

ñeuthanasiaò facilities. This is especially true for the transfers to the killing facility at Meseritz-

Obrawalde. As one nurse reported, ñwe drove our sick persons in a car to the Meseritz asylum. 

There, they went into a house and were distributed to different wards. We delivered the medical 

and administrative records to the administration as well as the patientsô valuables and other 

belongings. Afterwards, we drove back.ò
79

 Another nurse reported that ñI participated two or 

three times in transports of mentally ill patients to Meseritz éIndeed, we never stayed long in 

Meseritz, but rather drove back again shortly after. Nevertheless, here and there I occasionally 
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spoke to former patients.ò
80

 Likewise, nurse Sch. reported that she saw ñin Meseritz a few 

familiar faces that were with us for a long time in House 9 and who were criminal patients. They 

were on the loose there.ò
81

 

In their testimonies, all of the nurses denied that they knew patients were murdered at 

Meseritz, although the patients themselves knew very early on what really happened there. 

Letters written by family members before or after the death of their sons or daughters suggest that 

their loved ones knew what was going on. During his admission to the academic medical centre at 

Eppendorf, Fritz Niemand, a patient who survived Meseritz, reported that he had already heard 

from other patients what the transfer to Langenhorn and the selections made there signified. In 

Langenhorn the patients lived in continuous fear of being transferred. Numerous testimonies of 

patients during the trials after 1945 proved that the events in asylums like Meseritz were 

understood by all inmates and visitors, and this knowledge could not be suppressed. 

I want to stop the listing here because the aim of this study is not so much to demonstrate 

that the nurses were conscious of what they were doing, even though they probably were. As 

repeatedly stressed throughout the previous chapters, this study is more interested in considering 

the mechanisms that made the assassination of sick persons possible. The next two chapters 

attempt empirically to trace the complex interplay among the technologies, the nurses, 

psychiatrists, and administrators, which enabled these bureaucratically administered killings. As 

already mentioned in the last chapter, the study therefore concentrates on one patient record and 

traces the suffering of Anna Maria B., which began in 1931 at the age of 18 with her first 

admission to the asylum of Friedrichsberg.  
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5 Anna Maria  B.ôs First Admission in 1931: Analysis of the Record 

5.1 The Patient Record as a Network
1
 

The following chapter analyses one specific patient record in depth in order to highlight its 

function in psychiatric practice
2
 and its role in the killing of sick persons. Patient records in 

psychiatric asylums and other hospitals have gained in importance in German historiography
3
 in 

recent years from their use in research on ñeuthanasiaò killings.
4
 In this kind of research the 

record has often been considered a medium for the mere storage of information, and researchers 

have used it primarily to confirm whether or not these records represented events accurately.
5
 

In contrast, in this research project I will argue that the records must also be analyzed 

independently from their content. In order to grasp how the record functioned in psychiatric 

practice it is necessary to focus on the production of representations within the records and how 

these representations were used.
6
 Documents and letters, even if they were written by the patients 

or their relatives themselves, were always written in the consciousness that they would become 

part of the record. This awareness is thus one reason why they cannot be considered the authentic 

voice of the patient.
7
 This study is taking the theoretical perspective that the record must be 

perceived as a technology operating within a network in which it assumes the functions of 

translation and coordination. Patient records highlight the fact that ñdiscourses themselves must 

be understood as ótechnologiesô that do not impact institutions and technical apparatuses from the 

outside, but rather constitute, penetrate, and regulate them.ò
8
 Only through the interplay of 

semiotic-discursive and technical-material structure can the effects of power and truth be 

understood. 

This kind of analysis of technologies enables us to grasp how knowledge is inscribed 

onto the practical exertion of power, authority, and dominance. Using a metaphor of 

heterogeneous networks allows us to perceive power to be the result of a more-or-less-successful 

coordination or alignment of different actors. Here the Foucauldian analysis of power meets up 
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with the ñsociology of translationò of Actor Network Theory (ANT), according to which every 

interaction with other humans is mediated by objects of various kinds. Technological objects 

define and distribute roles to human and non-human actors and are linked to various inscription 

devices. Technologies of psychiatric practice are not static, but rather become ñ[sites] of struggle, 

a relational effect that recursively generates and reproduces itself.ò As sociologist John Law 

contended, power effects evolve ñin a relational and distributed manner, and nothing is ever sown 

up.ò
9
 Networks are oriented to establish and maintain a specific order but they continuously 

attempt to resist and limit other possibilities of ordering. The analysis of such ñordering 

strugglesò is at the core of ANT. According to Law, ñ[t]he object is to explore and describe local 

processes of patterning, social orchestration, ordering and resistance. In short, it is to explore the 

process that is often called translation, which generates ordering effects such as devices, agents, 

institutions, or organisations.ò
10 

This definition resembles Foucaultôs perspective on power, which also assumes that 

power is not a static entity that can be owned but one that develops and changes in relationship to 

other objects or actors.
11

 To analyze how power functions means to analyze power 

microscopically and to follow it in all its ramifications of capillary activities. Only from this 

perspective can the functioning of power be fully grasped, and this will be the approach taken in 

the following analysis of one particular medical record. 

Along with an analysis of the patient record,
12

 I will also illuminate the significant roles 

that nurses played within these ñordering struggles.ò Law demonstrated that social actors can 

never be reduced to their mere physical corporeality but must be thought of as parts of a 

structured network of heterogeneous interrelations, or to put it another way, as social actors who 

emerge through networks. Human actors are therefore ñgenerated in networks that pass through 

and ramify both within and beyond the body. Hence the term, actor-network ï an actor is also, 

always, a network.ò
13

 The patient record, too, is the result of a manifold interplay of different 

processes, instruments, reports, and measuring data. In the words of Bruno Latour, they are the 
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result of different ñinscription devices,ò which can be defined as apparatuses or specific 

configurations of objects that are able to translate ñsubstanceò into written documentation.
 14

 

Latour and Steve Woolgar demonstrated in their laboratory studies how laboratory rats and the 

chemicals used on them were transformed into paper. Inscriptions appear as a direct image of the 

original substance and they are relevant because, on the one hand, any inscription can be 

combined with any other and, on the other hand, paper is a medium that guarantees the 

conservation of these inscriptions beyond time and space. Latour used the term ñimmutable 

mobilesò to characterize this ability of documents.
15

 From the moment of their creation, these 

diagrams and images become the object of scientific disputes and function as evidence for the 

substances that they represent, even though these substances themselves can only be ñseenò in the 

form of these inscriptions. In other words, the successful alignment of different inscriptions 

evolves into a ñhard fact,ò and as more inscriptions are gathered together in order to prove the 

existence of a fact, it becomes difficult to deny this fact. In the case of the psychiatric patient 

records, the body of the patient, for example, which is translated into fever charts, medication 

tables, laboratory results, weight tables, etc., is first and foremost constituted. Everyday 

institutional life and the psychic parameters of patients are translated respectively into 

psychiatristsô and nursesô notes.
16

 The patient record thus acts as a ñmediatorò because it mediates 

the interrelations that function and act through the record.
17

 The material activities and production 

stages that were necessary to construct the network of the patient record are invisible. The patient 

record appears as nothing more than a resource of information but it actually intervenes into the 

interactions of psychiatric practice; the record, as linguist John Austin stated for speech acts, is 

also ñperformativ.ò
18

 This simplifying effect Law described as ñpunctualisation,ò which occurs 

each time networks are perceived as ñnetwork packages ï routines ï that can, if precariously, be 

more or less taken for granted in the process of heterogeneous engineering.ò
19

 Punctualisation 

makes it difficult for actors to recognize the active part that these simplified networks play in 

interactions because they work silently ñbehind their backs,ò strengthening their effectiveness. 
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Latour used the term ñblack boxingò to highlight the fact that these simplified networks appear to 

the actors as black boxes whose complexities only emerge if the network encounters a kind of 

problem, because only in these moments does it become necessary to open them in order to find 

the fault that led to the problem. In these moments the complexity of the internal structure of the 

black box becomes apparent. The aim of the following analysis is to open the ñblack boxò and to 

make visible the functioning of the patient record as mediator. 

The above explanations highlight why I decided to analyze primarily one record in depth. 

Opening the ñblack boxò of this patient record reveals such a complex network that it was not 

possible to analyze all the details in a completely organized fashion. The record is the product of 

a multitude of interactions between both human and non-human actors, the traces of which are 

illustrated in Figure 7.  

 

 

Figure 7: Opening the ñblack boxò of the patient record. 
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 The formal structure of the record 5.1.1

The following overview summarizes the terms used in this analysis to describe the 

different parts of the record. The records from Langenhorn are unusual in one aspect, because 

strictly speaking, they consist of two case histories ï one from Langenhorn and one from 

Friedrichsberg. As research on records from other hospitals has revealed, the record normally 

remained in the admitting asylum and was not given to patients who were transferred to take with 

them or, if it was sent, the record was returned to the admitting asylum.
20

 That this situation was 

different in Hamburg highlights once again how close Friedrichsberg and Langenhorn were 

interconnected, and the fact that both records were available enables analysis of the interplay 

between these two asylums. However, the administrative record (Personalakte) remained in 

Friedrichsberg, which is to say that only the administrative records from Langenhorn were 

available for this analysis. 

¶ Patient record: Collection of all patient documents consisting of administrative record 

and case history/medical history. 

¶ Administrative record: Administrative processes of all kind, court decisions,  

correspondence, index of clothes, letters from relatives to the medical director, report 

sheet ñAktion T4.ò The administrative record identification number is the connection 

between the inside world of the asylum and the outside world. 

¶ Case history/medical history: Psychiatristsô and nursesô notes, collections of 

evidence on the patientôs madness (the record often contains drawings from the patients, 

patientsô letters, and other materials), reports of extraordinary events. 

 The analysis of a particular patient record: the case of Anna Maria B. 5.1.2

The following in-depth analysis was obtained from one patient record, which was useful 

from several perspectives. First, Anna Maria B. had a very long ñasylum biographyò that started 

before the Nazi regime and ended with her killing at Hadamar. Second, her ñcareerò as a 

psychiatric patient began in a general hospital. Third, her record comprises more than 500 pages, 
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consisting primarily of nursing and medical notes. Due to the length of time she was a patient that 

consequently generated a lengthy patient record, it is possible to examine the differences and 

similarities in the content of the documentation on her over different time periods.  

Anna Maria B. was first admitted to the psychiatric hospital (Friedrichberg) in 1931 at 

the age of eighteen. She had originally been admitted to the general hospital, Barmbek, on a 

suspected diagnosis of influenza, but was transferred to Friedrichsberg within the first week of 

her illness because her behaviour was classified as ñabnormal.ò From then on, she spent the rest 

of her life confined to either Friedrichsberg or the Langenhorn asylum, a period of twelve years 

interrupted only by short stays in her parental home. Her diagnoses included schizophrenia, 

dementia, dementia praecox, and feeble-mindedness. In 1935, she was sterilized against the will 

of both herself and her family. She endured any number of treatments, including shock therapy 

with the drugs Cardiazol, Insulin, Eugenozym (an unlicensed medication) in combination with 

Digitalis, Morphium-Scopolamine, or Paraldehyde, as well as continuous baths, isolation, and 

forced bed rest, to name a few. In addition, her problematic refusal to eat upon being first 

admitted resulted in the use of a feeding tube. She was eventually killed in Hadamar on 6 July 

1943 after being diagnosed with tuberculosis of the bone, likely her final ñdeath sentence.ò 

The ability to summarize the ñinstitutional biographyò of this woman sixty-seven years 

after her assassination demonstrates the capacity of records. The record preserves a documentary 

biography and a documentary reality of its own, which is activated at the moment it is read. 

Unlike conversation, the text remains the same no matter how many times it is read;
21

 it is non-

responsive to the reader and remains unchanged by the history of its reading. This characteristic 

of written text is crucial for its role in institutions.  
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5.2 The Content of the Record 

 The psychiatristsô notes 5.2.1

Patients and their histories are actively produced through the written case history record 

that, like other forms of histories, follow a chronological time frame. As will be seen in this 

studyôs patient records, only psychiatrists were allowed to write a patientôs history. Nurses merely 

produced ñreports,ò and their writings were therefore called ñnursing reports.ò Psychiatrists 

constructed the history; nurses delivered the constitutive parts. 

A patientôs raw medical record was a kind of booklet of empty, unlined pages, each with 

the printed heading ñcase historyò and a column to the left side of the page for the date. The first 

page of this booklet, entitled Staatskrankenanstalt Friedrichsberg Hamburg, was the only pre-

printed form in the booklet. At the top of this page was a space to enter a file number and the 

name of the admitting psychiatrist. Allocating patients a number brought them into being as a 

case. Other spaces on the form asked for patientsô names, their date of birth and address, their 

occupation, and their date of admission to the asylum. Space was also reserved for information on 

how the patient arrived in the asylum (on foot or ñm. San. Kol.,ò meaning by sanitary train) and 

from where. All of these blanks were filled in by hand by an admitting clerk ï an informed 

assumption because the handwriting is very exact and suits the formal obligations of 

administrative handwriting of that time. 

Once the standard demographic information was completed, two additional spaces were 

required to be filled in ï one for the definition of the illness and the other for the admittance-

attestation. The fact that the handwriting conveying this information was less legible and less 

exact implies that it was supplied by the psychiatrist (an observation strengthened by examining 

physiciansô handwriting throughout the record). The formal spaces on the form are thus divided 

between personnel, with most of the non-medical information being completed before the 

psychiatrist transcribed the patientôs medical information. The layout of the front page, with its 

specific arrangement of printed key terms and empty spaces, was structured to create a narrative. 
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The front page prescribed the linearity of the patientsô story because the administrator could enter 

only the information requested by the form. The story formed the introduction to the entire 

medical record.  

Following is the front page information from the Friedrichsberg asylum for patient Anna 

Maria B., with the handwritten parts marked in italics. 

Name: Anna Maria. D. B.  

Place of birth: Hamburg  

Date of birth:  28.1.13 

Occupation: Advertisement Designer  

admitted the 18.II.1931  

illness: Schizophrenia  

comes m. San. Kol. v. d. A. K. Barmbek [from the General 

Hospital Barmbek]  

Last residence: Wagnerstr. 47 hptr [ground floor], b.d. [at the] 

parents.  

Admittance-Attestation: Schizophrenia, catatonic clinical 

picture. Negativism (refuses any food consumption, completely 

withdrawn). Temporary states of agitation with hallucinations.  

signed Dr. R.
22

 (See Figure 8) 

 

 

Figure 8: The folder and the front page of Anna Maria B.ôs medical record 28338 in Friedrichsberg.
23 
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The abbreviations used made the front page comprehensible only to those working in this 

specific organizational context. From B.ôs form, we can discern her diagnosis, the definition of 

her illness, that she did not arrive voluntarily (she was brought by sanitary train) and that she was 

already hospitalized elsewhere before she arrived in the asylum. The form also revealed that she 

lived with her parents, and that the physician who diagnosed her was not the same psychiatrist 

who admitted her to Friedrichsberg (we know this because the name of the admitting psychiatrist 

on the top of the form was different from the ñDr. Rò who signed the diagnosis.) How the 

diagnosis was obtained or why B. had been admitted to the general hospital of Barmbek is not 

perceivable to the reader. Furthermore, reading the first few pages of the record reveals that a lot 

of work was necessary to obtain the information assembled on the front page, work that was 

obviously invisible if one went no further than the first page. The front page formed a frame for 

other psychiatric observations that had a significant impact on how patients like B. would be 

described in the notes, and how the record as a whole would be constructed.  

The booklet, which made up the core of the record, contained psychiatristsô notes, 

laboratory results, and other official medical documents. All of the papers in the booklet used by 

psychiatrists were officially designed and printed forms, providing a kind of status that helped to 

legitimize their work. Except for the booklet, all other kinds of documents in the record, including 

the nursesô notes, are found at the end (or are part of the administrative record), making them 

more difficult to find. As such, what counts as legitimate information is already defined by the 

material appearance of the record. 

 The nursesô notes 5.2.2

The notes written by psychiatrists and nurses differed more than in the content they 

contained. First, the psychiatrists wrote their remarks in ink (or sometimes their secretaries used a 

typewriter) on printed, unlined forms in which they were prompted to note only the date of their 

writing. Psychiatrists thus were at liberty to decide how much to write and in what way. As 

described above, the pages of the patientôs record are fastened together into a kind of booklet, and 
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are not numbered consecutively. In B.ôs case, her name was not even marked on the top of every 

page. In other words, psychiatrists had available an unregulated space in which to write their case 

histories, a space that was entirely controlled by them and whose writing was often very difficult 

to decipher. (See Figure 9) 

 

Figure 9: Psychiatristôs case history, medical record 28338. 

In contrast to the forms provided to physicians, the ones supplied to the nurses in 

Friedrichsberg were very specific. Nursing reports were written on lined sheets of paper with 

headings in bold print. The overall construction of the form resembled the construction of a 

copybook used to practice handwriting in elementary school. (See Figure 10) The left edge was to 

remain empty to facilitate binding. Nurses were forced to organize their reports: they needed to 

number each page consecutively and to add the patientôs name and file number (in this case, those 

of B.) as well as the date in specific spaces on the form. The nursesô notes were thus highly 

regulated by the material construction of the form. 














































































































































































































































































































































































































































